
Appendix III: Verbatim Survey Feedback 

Tell us why you responded the way you did. | Describe what works well in the 

neighbourhood(s) you chose 

# Response 

1. University Blvd is a great central location, and the addition of new shops and residences 
has made it a great place to visit. 

2. density and proximity to central academic campus 

3. Most everything works quite well except the parking 

4. Friendly, generally quiet (students don't make a racket the way they do in some areas 
[although they still do despite the so-called agreement with the fraternities' council)  

5. Great transit service, walkable streetscape, cyclist-friendly, a healthy mix of commerce for 
a complete community. 

6. Primary focus on education and supporting faculty, staff and students who want to live 
and work close to campus. 

7. Often quiet. Pleasant. Not over developed. 

8. Park areas are beautiful.  Landscaping is beautiful.  Neighbourhood is well maintained, 
safe, family friendly. 

9. Not living there but being the type of staff member to explore campus I feel that the 
majority of them function quite well.  Wesbrook has access to all kinds of shops & 
amenities.  From a campus employee perspective I think there's a great deal of 
functionality within amenities accessible to all these areas.   

10. locatiion quiteness 

11. They integrate the people who live there very well, are liveable areas, and give the 
university things to be proud of.  

12. very calm and quiet. 

13. Community Gardens, Tennis courts and community centre. A few playgrounds. These 
facilities encourage us to be outside. The pedestrian street of Main mall down to the 
stadium is pleasant as well as the small forest. Most people living around here are 
affiliated with UBC. 

14. Useful to students.  

15. The sport facilities are varied and useful. 

16. Density not too high 

Low speed streets 

17. Excellent separation of pedestrian and traffic zones in both Hawthorn and Wesbrook. 
Excellent integration of greenspace (parks, trees, community gardens). 

18. Hampton Place.  The floor plans and square footage of the units would work well for a 
family, and the developments are not crowded together. 



19. East campus has amenities and easy links to public transportation. Buildings are generally 
well spaced out.  

University Blvd with upgrades and new amenities is vibrant and has solid transportation 
options 

20. Proximity to community amenities, retail, services that is walkable.  Varied forms of 
housing, which results in a variety of ages. 

21. The mix of shopping and housing and event spaces works well to attract a diverse array of 
people. These neighborhoods are friendly for bikes, and have good connections to public 
transit. They encourage people to walk around and engage in the neighborhood. There are 
also opportunities for fitness and some good, enjoyable outdoor areas. 

22. Both my wife and I love living in this neighbourhood. We have lived in our building since it 
opened 12 years ago. We live at Reflections so we are close to The Old Barn where we 
enjoy Bean Around the World which is the best coffee shop because of its park like setting 
and great coffee. We also use the gym in The Old Barn. We also appreciate the small park 
opposite The Old Barn as children can play and make use of the slides and other features. 
This adds life to the area as opposed to being sterile like Chancellor Place. The 
neighbourhood is also quiet at night particularly at night once the close playing fields are 
closed at 11:00pm. I like to ride my bike which is easy to do. I come out of our 
underground parking and within a few minutes I am cycling along Spanish Banks or into 
the forest. We also really appreciate Rhododendron Wood where we occasionally walk as 
it is so peaceful. Main Mall divides our building with The Journey with the most beautiful 
Plane trees. In the Spring, Summer and Fall months the greenery is astounding. The area 
where we live is very peaceful  and so refreshing from the bustle and traffic of Vancouver. 

23. Wesbrook Place is easily navigable, has a nice variety of amenities, and offers everything a 
person could need.  

Hawthorn Place is nice and central to the rest of campus, and is fairly quiet. It also is close 
to lots of beautiful green spaces. 

24. close to campus 

medium density 

25. sense of community, quiet, green spaces, Old Barn as centre of neighbourhood (although 
the hours could be increased) 

26. Lots of green space 

27. Good green spaces, community centres, Bean Around the World, and shops in Wesbrook, 
community gardens 

28. quiet: no traffic, no students, no noise, lots of trees/plants 

29. Not too dense, but a nice community feel, parking is easy for residents (with changes 
coming Oct 1) easy access to main campus for getting to work. Another park would be nice, 
with swings!  

30. Everything seems to have been well planned out and campus seems like a great place to 
live. 



31. I don't have any specific comment other than the infrastructure to support transit has not 
kept pace with growth overall. I have worked on campus for 16 years and now it's 
common to be faced with traffic jams.    

32. it's a safe place. 

33. university--vibrant place for students 

34. Low rise homes. Parks and affordability. Keep the iconic stadium  

35. Most of they neighbourhoods are too built up.  Despite PR boasting public realm, green 
space etc, the accelerated density is starting to generate over crowding issues and over use 
wear on the neighbourhoods.  

36. There appears to be stability and balance with modest traffic and cooperation among 
residents 

37. quietness, less density 

38. Well-laid-out, peaceful, presence of old forest Rhododendron Woods, no high rises, no 
traffic noise -- all the reasons we purchased here. 

39. Retails work well 

40. Mixture of rental and owned properties, caters to all life stages, close to shops 

41. Hawthorn place is a quite neighborhood to live. 

42.  

 

Quiet &Well green 

43. Hawthorn in particular works well due to the low rise buildings (4 storeys) and the green 
space available. It is conveniently located to basic shopping facilities and relatively quickly 
accessible through Marine Drive and 16th. There is a very good sense of community in 
some of the buildings (UBC staff housing) which is largely because of contacts that develop 
through UBC child care which makes parents connect. 

44. The residence and shopping area in the community is awesome 

45. The Hawthorn Place neighbourhood is quiet, uncrowded, and very conveniently located 

46. Wesbrook Place: Grocery store, most of retail shops, Community Center; and parking 
spaces all around.  

Hawthorn Place: Nice, quiet neighbourhood; Old Barn Community Center works well. 
Resident parking has been straighten up. 

47. Community with access to community centres and proximity to restaurants, shopping and 
amenities such as the pool and other sporting facilities 

48. Excellent community facilities (several community centres). 

Good ammeneties like grocery stores. 

Excellent schools (especially NRP) that are walking distance. 



49. Hawthorn - strong sense of neighbourhood, mix of people (faculty, staff, students, others) 
living there, not too much noisy partying from students.  

Westbrook - good amenities 

50. Wesbrook village has access to amenities (grocery store, bakery, liquor store, banks, etc).  
Close to bus line. 

51. Quiet area with lots of green space but access to great amenities. Can walk to everything 
you need. Good flow of traffic and availability of parking.  

52. Walkability 

53. Now that where and when non-residents can park on the street has been made clear, 
things are working really well.  The amount of garbage in front of the residences on East 
Mall has dropped to almost nothing.  Advance notice is provided about events (which are 
not at all bothersome either because of traffic or noise and the boulevards are regularly 
cut and the trees are trimmed.   

54. Most residential areas are well designed. Areas with main arteries in and out of the 
University are poorly designed. 

55. Walkability 

56. -the lovely unpaved paths in the village which provided great walking shortcuts- 
destroyed when the corner of West & Blvd was developed by a religious organization. 
Why?- The National Research Council bldg. had to go on indigenous streams, over trout 
and treefrogs. It had to be in a "high profile location" Then, it was arbitrarily abandoned. 
Now a highschool. The trees, trout and treefrogs help keep BC rainforests viable. Now the 
province burns. When do we learn. UBC is an asset for all. Sports are for a privileged few. 
But we all need to breathe. We all need trees. 

57. I think planning high-rises on the boundaries of the Botanical Garden and UBC Farm are 
extremely misguided and are driven by greed not need. 

The planning fails to recognize the special intrinsic forest beauty that attracts tourists, 
students and residents. Forests are surroundings that make our campus especially healthy. 
We come frequently from Kits for shopping at the farm and shops in the Westbrook village 
as well as my volunteer work at then Garden. I will encourage you to reconsider the 
damage to the ambience your plan will cause. 

58. Clean and Quiet 

59. access to main transit lines, green spaces, and access to retail 

60. Green Space and Low rise buildings 

61. We really love and appreciate the amount of green space in the neighbourhood.  They help 
the area feel more like a community, where we can take our dog for walks and chat with 
other families in the neighbourhood.  We appreciate being in an area occupied by lots staff 
and faculty members, as we have a common connection with the University and it 
cultivates a culture of of trust and friendliness. 

62. There is a good balance of residential and commercial with a decent mix of businesses. 
Lots of nice pathways, gardens and community centers as well as the farm and fields.  



63. It's well laid out with a balance of community and green space. Also has the things people 
need easily  

64. The Hampton area is quiet with not a lot of traffic. The landscaping is mature and each 
building has wide green space around it. The buildings offer different types of housing and 
many (most?) do not allow rentals. The area is well maintained by the owner occupied 
stratas. This area is close to schools, daycares, Pacific Spirit Park and shopping . The 
biggest drawbacks are that there is occasionally noise from the nearby playing fields and 
frat houses; and the street parking is not regulated and many UBC students/staff park in 
the neighbourhood during the day.  

65. I think this neighbourhood is moving in the right direction after many years of not working 
well. The area is much more attractive to visitors and those living/working/studying on 
campus. Once all the hording goes down and construction is complete it will be an easily 
walkable space and a vibrant area. 

 

Wesbrook is becoming much more inviting in terms of more amenities and reasons why 
someone would want to visit, spend money and live. 

66. Hawthorn Place:  reasonably well designed.  includes townhouse that faculty can rent - 
which, sadly, are the only ones UBC has ever built.  the seeming majority of people in this 
neighbourhood are UBC staff and faculty.  This is how is should be, especially considering 
interest in creating "green" neighbourhoods in which people walk/bike, use transit to go 
to work. 

 

Westbrook Place:  Overall good design.  However, far too dense and with too many people 
that have nothing to do with the university.  Shockingly, for a completely new 
neighbourhood, absolutely no accommodation for bikes on the streets! 

67. The increase of traffic on W. 16th Ave. since Hampton Place started being developed is 
worrisome. I cannot attribute the traffic solely to this development but the timing is 
correct.  

68. East Campus has family sized homes for graduate students. Hampton (not Hamption, as 
your map says) has larger homes that were made available to faculty many years ago; 
unfortunately, these now have unaffordable sales prices and also have high monthly 
maintenance/strata fees. Hawthorn has a good community feel and is somewhat lower-
density and insulated from traffic. 

69. The neighbourhoods are reasonably nice. 

70. I like how these neighbourhoods have their own atmospheres. When you walk into them, 
you can tell that it's a different neighbourhood. I think this is a good thing because it allows 
the campus to accomodate different needs for different people. For example when you are 
in wesbrook mall, you can tell that everything is carefully planned and designed. Some 
people prefer more "organic" neighbourhoods and the campus has that too. I also like how 
some neighbourhoods don't really have attractions (like a big save-on, shopping places, 
etc.) that can constantly draw poeple who don't live there to that neighbourhood. They are 
more reserved for their residents (but also have public spaces accessible to "outsiders" 
too). 



71. Hawthorn Place 

72. You don't mention Acadia Park!  The townhouse area of this neighbourhood is a vibrant, 
multicultural community centered around children.  The ground-oriented design and 
green space really helps families get outside, this, in turn, helps us meet each other and 
build community.  For grad students with families, this is our opportunity to make 
connections with other students as we're often excluded from other grad student and 
department events (not intentionally, we just need to go home and get dinner on the 
table!). 

73. Access to green space and play areas for children is good in Hawthorn and Wesbrook 

74. Low density, parks, forest, community centre, close to campus, not so close to school but 
that's ok, road access, etc. 

75. Easy pedestrian walking routes, a lot of benches and trash cans, well lit 

76. People have places to hang out, open spaces to play, and rooms to study. The dining hall is 
also a good place to meet people and have good and accessible food. The house lounges 
and floor lounges are great ideas to bring people together. 

77. Stop the development. The campus is becoming claustrophobic. Where are the green 
spaces?  

78. Everything is walkable. Increased amenities over last 10 years (grocery store, restaurant, 
Wesbrook Community Center).  

79. Hawthorn and Hampton place have a nice community feeling to them, not too much noise, 
reasonable access to good facilities 

80. Quiet, low traffic volume, beautiful landscaping 

81. Not too dense, lots of green spaces 

82. Lots of good buildings for students here like the nest and good plans for the new residence 
building gage south 

83. Hawthorn Place has a distinct sense of identity. To me, it feels separate from UBC and not 
connected, and able to develop it's own community. Much of the architecture and design 
evokes a feeling of a certain space and time.  

 

The other picks all tick off three important boxes - they are close to transit, they are close 
to good food options and other important amenities, and they are quick walks to many 
parts of campus.  

84. right balance of resident buildings and green parks 

85. High density relative to the area, inviting street realm for all users, well-blended into the 
local landscape, ease of access to amenities and transit 

86. Why are you using this seriously outdated map again! 

87. N/A 

88. Hawthorn Place, by design or accident, with it's central park alongs side the modestly 
sized community centre has worked very well fostering a sense of connection and 



community amongst residents.  However, the administration of the Old Barn Community 
Centre is having a limiting effect on residential access. Unlike Hampton Place, for example, 
there are no social amenities built into any of the Hawthorn Building.  The promise at the 
start was that the community centre would serve that process.  However, current 
restrictions in services is reengaging on this promise.  

 

89. Valuing of green space with smaller more integrated people places 

90. My interest regards the stadium plans and why is it not on this map? 

91. Dense but not stupidly dense like Wesbrook.  

92. Quiet, yet right at the edge of academic campus area, Main Mall Greenway, Old Barn CC 
with cafe, Low to No traffic but easy access to 16th Ave and buses. 

93. They are accessible and convenient. There are a variety of shops and restaurants in the 
area. 

94. Green space, privacy, centrally located, amenities in walking distance. 

95. pedestrian activation from a mix of retail and residential. places of employment. Healthy 
mix. 

96. Some places to shop and eat, hopefully more coming 

97. Hawthorn: The new parking restrictions have been a great help to allowing us access to 
the parking we pay for in front of our houses.  

98. Good food, landscaping, neighborhood vibes, more affordable 

99. Old Barn is a beautiful community centre especially with its location next to Jim Taylor 
Park. The living room and upstairs meeting rooms and nicely designed spaces.  It is also 
great that they made space for community garden plots.The green space is well designed 
and plentiful. 

100. Attractive landscaping and walking routes 

101. Hawthorn Place: Reasonably quiet. Good pedestrian links. Lots of green space, interesting 
mature landscaping - doesn't feel too sterile (Wesbrook feels quite sterile). Feels open, 
with no big towers. Family friendly. Forest nearby, community gardens. Quiet small roads. 
Small feel to the neighbourhood. Most people seem to have a proper connection the 
University (I don't get that same feeling at Wesbrook or other communities). Nice 
community feeling. Nice community centre. 

102. Landscaping in Hampton Place and along Wesbrook Mall.  Single lane traffic and bike lane 
along Wesbrook Mall between 16th Avenue and Thunderbird Boulevard.  

103. Good friendly neighbours, quiet during the day and night, very little traffic, nice trees in 
Rhodo Woods, easy walk to lectures, plays, concerts and  events at UBC, close to Old Barn 
coffee shop, close to use Osborne gym, no truck traffic on West Mall until recently. 

  

104. Hawthorn Place is nice with the abundance of trees, but feels too empty and quiet 
sometimes. It's not somewhere I would walk at night. 



 

University Boulevard has plenty of open spaces, which facilitates movement. That would 
probably not be needed for a point that is less central on campus, but having an open plaza 
that integrates catering services (residence dining halls) and bit of commerce (maybe 
another grocer/competitor to save on foods). 

105. Lots of plant life 

Nice quiet streets 

Wide sidewalks 

Feels Safe 

106. Well maintained; groomed landscape, although sometimes it seems to take too long to 
complete, such as the sidewalk between the stadium and Promontory. Easy walking 
distance to the village.  

107. In general, I'm happy living here - so glad that more pet-friendly faculty and staff buildings 
are being built. Being close to Save-On and the 41, 33, and 25 is convenient for me and I'm 
happy with all the playgrounds and other amenities in the area. I use carsharing and I'm 
glad there are usually many cars available. Village Gate maintenance staff have always 
been responsive and helpful.  

108. Stadium and hospices and apartments are good 

109. Chancellor Place is a good mix of residents and nearby student facilities.    Good attention 
was paid to providing a pleasant treed and landscaped environment.    Only downside is 
the changes to the Iona Building which took away from the design of the neighbourhood, 
in particular the Wal Mart parking lot lights on the Iona Drive side which are a shame, the 
rest of the neighbourhood has appropriate lighting design 

110. The buildings are well spaced and varied; the landscaping is pleasant and well managed.  
There is a good amount of 

green space 

111. I appreciate being able to park free for 2 hours at the grocery store if I have more groceries 
to buy than I can carry. 

112. Although Hampton Place isn't perfect, the street design is great. The width of the streets 
and distance between buildings allows a sense of space and air and light that fosters good 
mental health. 

113. Both are very beautiful, with lots of greenery. It's overall very pleasant to walk around in 
both neighbourhoods. Wesbrook has many good amenities and lots of parks for children. 

114. Green space, access to recreation spaces 

115. Wesbrook Place has a good mix of greenspace, shops, and living 

116. The green spaces around make it a great community for all ages (especially the community 
gardens, the forest and Taylor Park). The community centre with a nice coffee shop and 
activities inside really bind the area together. The area is also very beautiful with different 
types of trees and bushes and flowers everywhere. 

117. The neighbourhoods are reasonably elegant. 



118. Everything from Access to the city via transit to themain arteries in and out. I love the fact 
that there is shopping in the neighbourhood and a variaty of shops. 

119. Green and open spaces   

120. The people really make the neighbourhood.  The UNA is continuing to work hard, having 
green spaces, close to amenities and work at a world class institution is great. 

Tell us why you responded the way you did. | Describe what needs improvement in 

the neighbourhood(s) you chose 

# Response 

1. There is too much noise from the playground equipment in Iona Green. 

2. East Campus and Hawthorn Place have (as far as I know of) no commercial businesses. I 
see little reason to visit if you're not a resident. 

3. traffic control, especially delivery trucks behind Sauder. 

access to quiet spaces for studying and resting for non-resident population 

4. Parking 

5. Your spelling, the place is called Hampton Place NOT Hamption P.  Fraternities should 
smarten up --the students want to be regarded as adults but hardly behave that way at 
times.  Heaven knows what it will be like when pot is legalised.   

6. Lack of commercial shops and services, long walk to transit stops. Hawthorn Place and 
Hampton Place are predominantly car-oriented neighbourhoods. Disruptive frat houses in 
East Campus. University Blvd and Chancellor Place are close to academic buildings and 
work as short-term student housing, but have poor livability due to lack of commerce. 
Neighbourhoods without sufficient long-term residential density and commercial activity 
cannot form healthy communities. 

7. Better transit system and more affordable housing.  More shops in the neigbhourhood 

8. Zero property investment and market developments should be allowed on any university 
lands, ever (it's actually insulting to everything a university stands for that this is 
allowed!); housing ownership and accomodations must be provided for those who work, 
study or otherwise contribute to the university exclusively. 

9. Population density is becoming excessive compared to available amenities.  Too many high 
rises existing and planned.  More amenities (shopping, restaurants) needed.  Also, more 
transit links needed.   

10. Hamption place is an area I've never ventured, in fact I believe I might've erroneously gone 
in there once from W16th and thought it was a gated community and not a part of UBC, but 
beyond that I have no experience with it.   

11. There is too much destruction of forests, ruining the beauty and livability of the 
endowment lands. The housing is too expensive for staff and students and the academic 
community. Less private for profit housing should be built and more classroom space built. 
All mansions should be reclaimed and used for student and staff multi-family dwellings or 
dorms.  



12. They seem a little disconnected from the rest of campus and don't really fit in with the rest 
of the campus.  

13. we need public space for disaster such as earthquake and tsunami. This is the biggest issue 
for our neighborhood. More residence and more students here and must think about how 
to prepare for it happened daily time. How we can survive these population without help 
for the first a few days. NO TIME to occur the cascade earthquke. This warning to UBC 
community by Japanese Canadian perspective. NO one and Nothing is ready for it. 
Vancouver has learned at community centre. Take it seriously please. NO more homes, we 
need evacuation centre here. 

14. Affordability of housing. 

15. No services for students other than housing.  

16. Traffic through the Wesbrook area needs to be restricted to residential vehicles. 
Commercial and construction vehicles traffic needs to be limited to the outer perimeter 
and the main arteries, e.g. W. 16th, Wesbrook Mall. Commercial and especially 
construction traffic should not be allowed in the lanes. Timely organic bin removal is an 
issue in the summer, where the bins are often sitting waiting for pick up in the street.  
Construction hours and the associated noise seem to start very early in the morning, a lot 
of contruction goes well into Saturday evening, which takes from the enjoyment of this 
beautiful residential neighborhood. Ideally, construction should start at 8am and end at 5 
pm. 

17. Parking enforcement 

No subway - only slow wobbly diesel bus - this is green ? 

No solar panels anywhere - this is green ? 

18. Affordability is biggest challenge. Overall UBC Properties Trust focuses on attracting 
investors, and proposed (and benefit) from out-of-reach property prices. UBC Properties 
Trust und C+CP needs to get away from putting real estate values / revenue first. It is not 
the goal of the University to act as a real estate developer. A University is a place for 
innovation, exchange, and education - A revised goal of using UBC's endowment by 
respecting the per-European history, the cultural and intellectual diversity of a University 
would seed more creative and self-managed spaces such as UBC Farm. 

19. Wesbrook Place.  While there are lovely parks, the neighbourhood just seems to be high-
density without good traffic flow. 

20. Wesbrook Place: limited public transportation, buildings are getting really crammed in 
compared to initial development in this area.  

Hawthorn Place: Limited amenities, poor public transportation options, some poorly lit 
areas for walking in the winter. 

21. University Boulevard - jury is out until finished. 

Chancellor - beautiful views but separate from other communities with little access to 
retail/services.  A bit monolithic in style. 

22. Among the massive amount of construction at UBC, it would be nice to see some 
preservation or at least acknowledgements of the history of UBC and of the land more 
generally. I'd be in support of refurbishment projects. 



23. Basically nothing now that there are more restrictions on non residents parking in our 
neighbourhood which has been a concern. 

24. Hawthorn place needs more food options (above and beyond Bean Around the World 
coffee shop) and better health/fitness amenities. Options could include covered 
tennis/badminton courts or a brighter, bigger fitness gym.  

25. parking poorly enforced 

too many cars on streets 

old and ugly design 

26. soulless, ticky-tacky buildings, no sense of community, lack of green spaces 

27. Too dense 

28. Connectivity between neighbourhoods is lacking: Clear and safe bike paths connecting all 
parts of campus are severely lacking.  Sidewalk along the east side of east mall (adjacent to 
the playing fields) is so bumpy that it is not usable for people with wheels (strollers, 
shopping carts, walkers, etc) 

29. noise from stadium can be terribly loud. 

30. Feels too dense/too busy. Would be nice to have more shuttles for people to easily get to 
work, instead of driving to a parkade in main campus. Parks are nice though. We often go 
just for the parks because they have swings! As it gets built up, it will be harder to find 
parking.  

31. Parking, garbage, access issues; concerns of residents who travel 3 - 4 months a year in 
dealing with Strata and neighborhood issues 

32. Infrastructure that keeps people out of cars. 

33. difficult of parking in street, noise made by the tenant. 

34. Hampton--seems like a private gated community 

35. Better gym, shopping keep traffic down but add more parking for residents  

36. Hawthorn is at a mid-density level and has functioned well with a high mix of university-
affiliated residents whereby many of the other neighbourhoods have no organize 
connection to the university. 

37. Wesbrook is rapidly becoming too dense! East Campus is confused i.e. what is its 
character? University Blvd was and is a bad planning decision with little positive future. 
Chancellor Place has parking issues. 

38. too much density 

39. Protect the environment of the neighbourhood:  when we purchased, we understood that 
the plan for the five villages was finished and would not be changed. 

40. No new buildings needed! 

41. Small parks and play equipment for young children are fine, but nothing is designed for 
pre-teen and teenagers for free play. An outdoor basketball court and a grass soccer field 
(not the turf) are badly needed.  



 

The construction is chaotic, without proper phase plans, trucks everywhere, lack of dust 
control plan.   

 

Development encroaching the Farm land is a mistake in the master plan. 

 

 

42. far from commercial areas. Too close to residences (noise issues). Aging facilities. 

43. Do not plan and build any new building near hawthorn Place.  

44. Hawthorn is in between U-village and Wesbrook with a dense residential population. We 
need our own amenities such as cafes, mini markets, eateries, daycares, dogcares, and mini 
shops. 

45. All neighborhoods are negatively affected by too much growth at UBC in general. Traffic is 
ever increasing, with all the developments in Wesbrook and the University Boulevard 
Corridor as well as the anticipated developments in Acadia Park the number of residents is 
even further going to increase. No one seems to plan ahead where all those people will 
park, how they will commute, facilities they will need. My sense is that it might end up in a 
mess. I have been living on campus for 7 years and it has gone from convenient driving, 
parking, commuting etc. to a poor experience. 

46. The traffic is a nightmare. There is one main artery to get out of Wesbrook and drivers 
have no patience or understanding of the pedestrian crosswalks 

47. Fairview is the most affordable student housing on campus, but it is also the least 
maintained and is in desperate need of repairs. The living conditions there are miserable; 
from the colour and lighting of the interior homes to mold, these are not the affordable 
homes students deserve. Though the neighbourhoods look pristine, the inside of these 
homes require renovation and better biophilic lighting.  

48. Parking restrictions are becoming too restrictive, making is hard to entertain/host 
visitors.  

49. Wesbrook Mall traffic is becoming a bottleneck for Wesbrook Place neighbourhood. It will 
be even worse when its population doubles. 

50. East campus is getting busy with the day cares and NRP School at capacity. Accessing by 
vehicle is awkward during school start and end times. When the new development on 
Toronto Road finishes it will be even busier and everyone assumes the empty land where 
the grad family residences were torn down will be developed at some point which will 
strain the area. 

 

Websrook Place is getting busier than ever and needs a school and more parking, the save-
on/community centre parking is always full now. 

51. From Hawthorn neighbourhood, there are no trails that link to the Pacific Spirit Park: only 
city streets.  This is a missed opportunity as there are great trails near by.  It would be 
useful if there was a trail going through the forest in the western part of Wesbrook Place 



(not along the highway, but somewhat deeper, e.g., adjacent to the farm) going from 
Hawthorn Place to the southern end (Swordfern trail) of Pacific Spirit Park. 

 

The Hawthorn Community centre’s coffee shop closes too early. 

 

52. Hawthorn - desperately needs a grocery store or at least a place to buy milk, bread, basics. 
Also needs some non-franchise places to eat, bakery, etc.  

Westbrook - too busy, too many people either not affiliated at all with the university, or 
students who are not always respectful of families in the neighbourhood. 

The entire campus needs more affordable housing - why are we building for the rich? we 
need to set aside a significant number of units for people of lower incomes so that the 
demographic (which already skews very wealthy) is more balanced  

53. Quality of housing. All the new housing in Wesbrook village seem "fancy" but not 
sufficiently spacious (low square footage). Doesn't work well for families of 4 and above.  

Hawthorn place lacks amenities and also easy access to buses. 

54. Lack of long term parking 

55. Cars speeding/roaring down East Mall at a break neck speed with no traffic enforcement is 
not only problematic but dangerous.  Someone is going to get killed and UBC is going to be 
responsible for the death given that it is well aware of the problem but has chosen to 
ignore it.  This problem could easily be addressed by installing traffic calming speed 
bumps that still allow bike races to occur without a problem.   

56. See above. 

57. Traffic Flow around circle 

58. -attitudes about the abandonment of relatively new facilities. If they are so flimsily 
constructed then go back look who did such a bad job. Make them pay. They made 
megabucks doing shoddy construction. This is criminal, suicidal even, We can't keep doing 
this.  

59. Keep as much forest and open space as there is, criticism has been mounting from over 
development at UBC. 

60. Noisy, garbage on the ground,  

61. more retail, green spaces 

62. Cigarette butt containers ..No smoking signs to the entrances of the Rhododendron Wood 

Noise reduction ... Stadium and Frat neighbourhoods 

63. Roads: narrow roads seem designed to discourage car use, but this area is a major entry 
point to the academic campus.  No pull-out area for buses dropping off/picking up 
passengers creates traffic and creates unsafe conditions for the hundreds of 
neighbourhood residents that cycle to the academic campus every day.  Brick sections of 
road look nice but are uneven.  Amenities: Neighbourhood shops/amenities (e.g. grocery 
store) are constantly at capacity and cannot sustain a growing population as more 
developments are built.  Some shops are useless for everyday living and are a waste of 



retail space (Murchies, Rogers Chocolates).  Would rather have a pet shop, more quick 
meal options (healthy food is great but some of us like junk fast food too).  Not sure who is 
deciding which businesses open in the area, but I feel like consultation with actual 
residents is lacking.  Others: would like a fenced, off-leash dog area.  Visitor parking in the 
area is limited. 

64. more flexible parking, some type of community wood shop or somewhere people can use 
tools, fix or build things 

65. It's cluttered and feels like it doesn't have a purpose. Doesn't feel like it's a neighbourhood 
just apartments on campus  

66. Wesbrook Place is noisy because of the constant construction. The streets are too narrow 
and there is not enough parking near the shopping area and community center.   

67. Do not know much about the other areas  

68. Removal of stands of trees. Especially developments around Wesbrook Place, and recently 
in "East Campus" near University Boulevard and Toronto Road, also development of the 
new student residence block at Totem Park. Proximity to Pacific Spirit Park means these 
stands of trees support wildlife, especially birds. Rare birds often pass though UBC on their 
migration route. 

69. Reduce reliance on single-vehicle traffic to and from campus communities. 

70. Background noise from the buildings.  Not the construction of the bldgs, but the buildings 
themselves. There seems to be too little oversight over the accumulative effects of noise. 
Examples:  Energy Centre at Health Sciences and Agronomy; EOS Bldg; or even the old and 
very load hvac noise from the Frank Forward Bldg. Collectively, campus is not a peaceful 
community. And I worry about its impact on the population as a whole: day care by Frank 
Forward and EOS, students residence, etc.  

71. Chancellor Place is not family friendly. The neighbors have lobbied to have the playground 
removed and are generally hostile to children. University Boulevard should not have any 
market housing: it should be for students only. It is not an appropriate living location for 
faculty members. Wesbrook Place is overrun with residents who have absolutely no 
connection to the university. These residents treat UBC lands as a vehicle for real estate 
investment and speculation. They purchase second and third homes and flip them. UBC 
policy encourages this practice by leasing land to private developers, who then sell them at 
prices unaffordable to faculty and staff. UBC should not be using these lands to generate 
revenue until AFTER it has ensured that adequate home ownership opportunities are 
available for all faculty members who want them. These are UBC's core employees, and 
they work here, but few of them can afford to live here--again, this is not because of "the 
market" but as a direct consequence of UBC policy. It makes a mockery of key stated goals 
of the 2012 Housing Action Plan--which remain unfulfilled--including to provide greater 
housing affordability and choice for UBC faculty and staff. UBC demands "excellence" of its 
faculty, but its housing policy treats them with contempt. Apparently, UBC believes that 
they are just a revenue stream--they can buy high and contribute new revenue to the 
endowment, or else they can rent indefinitely. This needs to change, now. UBC families are 
hurting the most from UBC land use policies, and their expectations are modest: they just 
want to be able to afford to own a family-sized home. 



72. The real estate is primarily market value (insane), tiny condominiums sold to offshore 
money at the expense of UBC faculty who cannot afford to live near campus. 

73. I think Chancellor Place is the most left out part of campus. The only reason I ever go there 
is to visit Iona building. While I am walking around Iona, all I see is very rich. I don't like 
the idea of dividing our campus into different areas. While they may differ in some ways, I 
think the public spaces in each neighbourhood should still find a way to bring students 
together. There should always be that possibility that anyone can go and spend time in 
that part of the campus and potentially, form connnections as a community who share the 
same campus space. When I walk there I think to myself "who even lives here?" I have no 
idea who is that place created for, who uses it, or if it is a part of our campus or not. I feels 
disconnected.  

As for university boluevard I think of it as more of a passage way than a neighbourhood 
but it somehow functions so much better than Chancellor Place. 

74. An outdoor exercise place for adults and seniors equipped with incline bench, monkey 
bars, push up benches etc. A gathering place to do 'circuit' and 'social gathering'  

75. Keep our community!!!!!  We've been told that the current plan is to tear down the 
townhouses and replace them with apartment buildings - this will kill the community.  Just 
compare the level of engagement between townhouses and apartment buildings within 
Acadia Park.  Residents of the townhouses are much more connected and active. 

76. Noise from Strobic Air rooftop fans on Pharmaceutical Sciences building and Life Sciences 
Centre. Night light pollution from Djavad Mowafaghian Centre. 

77. U Blvd: Of course it's still being developed so surely this will be rectified, but 1) improve 
connectivity of "neighbourhood"; 2) more affordable services (market in Nest doesn't cut 
it); 3) more student housing- or at least student-geared housing. 

78. Access to green space and play areas is limited in University and Chancellor; not high rises 
often do not promote community interaction. 

79. parking! it's becoming increasingly challenge for our visits to find spots to park on the 
street. more restrictions (understandable, to limit how sports facility users make use of 
the space), but this is affecting residents too. 

80. Wesbrook Place is not livable - pedestrians are blocked from streets.   

Wesbrook's streets are dirty and full of rocks, which is hard to cycle over.   

There is so much construction noise at Wesbrook Place.  

There is no public transit to Norma Rose Point School. 

Public transit from Wesbrook to downtown is non-existent, which means everybody has to 
drive - and MANY do not want to drive. 

81. Sidewalks, pedestrian crossings on major roads (Wesbrook!), general cleanliness  

82. The commons block could have a different design, maybe a more modern and cozy 
environment. The floor lounges could also rearrange their space to make it more like a 
cozy-social room, where people can feel more at home. 

83. Intersection of Chancellor Boulevard & Westbrook is a hazard for pedestrians. The vast 
majority of traffic travelling along Chancellor Boulevard do so at speeds in excess of 50K 



(probably closer to 70K. Traffic heading east along Chancellor Boulevard, especially in the 
early morning hours or in the evening hours will either not stop at the posted stop sign or 
will only slow slightly.  

Traffic coming from Westbrook and turning right onto Chancellor (to head east along 
Chancellor) also do so at high speeds. This is a blind corner and a pedestrian control light 
would make it safer for all.  

In addition, it is the rare vehicle that will stop for a pedestrian at the crosswalk on 
Westbrook by St Mark's church. 

Finally, the intersection at Marine Drive, Iona Drive, West Mall and Chancellor Boulevard 
creates confusion for a number of drivers. On two occasions I have witnessed near 
collisions. On one occasion the driver coming along Marine Drive from the direction of the 
MOA stopped at the posted Stop sign but must of confused the east facing rectangular 
traffic sign on Chancellor Boulevard for a stop sign and almost collided with the car 
heading west (and had the right of way) along Chancellor Boulevard onto Marine Drive. On 
the second occasion a driver stopped at the Stop sign on Marine Drive (coming from 
direction of Spanish Banks) and a car travelling west along Chancellor Boulevard and then 
along Marine Drive had to swerve into the oncoming traffic lane to avoid hitting the car 
coming up from Marine Drive whose driver again probably mistook the rectangular east 
facing traffic sign as a Stop sign which it is not. A number of drivers apparently do not 
realize that a Stop sing is octagonal and not rectangular. 

Would like to see some sort  traffic calming installed along Chancellor Boulevard. 

 

84. Green space.....that is what we need. All these towers are overwhelming. The campus is 
becoming a concrete jungle. 

85. We need more family friendly apartments. Vast majority are 1-2 bedrooms. 3 bedroom 
units are rare and not family friendly in terms of lay out and square footage.  

86. Chancellor Place is strangely unoccupied in several places, but has serious difficulties 
between people who don't like noise and the normal noise of children. It is isolated from 
the rest of the residents. 

East Campus includes many fraternities who make noise at late hours (or at 6am on the 
last day of school), which is not compatible with student family housing. additionally, the 
staff/faculty were removed from the rental units here, meaning there is not much rental 
space left for faculty/staff. 

Westbrook appears to be very popular with investors. For the rest of us, it is extremely 
high priced with very few middle-class families present and only a smattering of UBC 
community members. 

87. Affordable year round and winter session housing for students 

88. The main problem with Wesbrook spills out into other issues - it's so far away from 
anything on campus that it serves very little use for students. Instead, it's a community for 
richer individuals. There's nothing wrong with this inherently, but it does pose problems 
for students who do live there. The transit infrastructure around Wesbrook is so woefully 
underdeveloped the lines at the bus stops are very long. 



89. roads are extremely narrow, the area already is overcrowded, too many buildings.  With 
new developments it will be zoo, with filings as it is a highway intersection rather then 
family friendly neighbourhood.  

90. It is nearly impossible to exit Hampton Place in the morning or during other heavy traffic 
times.  There are just too many vehicles on the road not to have traffic lights.  WHY WHY 
WHY were the lights taken out at  Wesbrook and 16th?  It has become a nightmare.  SO 
many drivers don't even know how to use these traffic circles. 

 

Also, the noise from the Frats, the fields and Thunderbird stadium is terrible.  You should 
be warning people before they buy here that there is danger of unchecked noise and non-
managed crowds. 

 

Too much construction in all neighborhoods. 

91. "enclaved" feeling due to architectural and infrastructural decisions that exhude 
exclusivity, uninviting street realm,  

92. Need MUCH more REASONABLY PRICED STUDENT ACCOMMODATION.   

KEEP OUT PRIVATE INVESTORS until students are able to finally access sufficient, 
reasonably priced, closely located accommodation. 

93. Nothing 

94. Area should have been retained for academic, athletic and university support functions. 

95. Most of the nieghbourhoods are too dense with (despite your claims and arguments to the 
contrary) inadequate public realm facilities.  Chancellor Place is built so close with little 
thought as to noises concerns to have generated years of inter-community conflict over 
play areas. Then the response from C&CP & UNA  initially intensified the problem by 
discounting the noise complaints.  

 

U Blvd has some strong features - given it is the urban hub of the campus- but overall it is a 
default to generating income at the cost of social well being.  Small constrained living 
accommodations are a problematic approach toward achieving more affordability in 
housing costs. As the entrance way to the university this space sends out the message of 
shopping mall, not learning/reserach place. The area is capped off by the architecturally 
curious Alumni Centre and its disharmonic placement in a space that has variously been a 
parking lot, an open space, and could have been a more expansive open space continuing 
the very nicely executed water feature just to the west of it. 

 

Hampton place is just quite simply anomic - totally lacking in sense of identity, connection, 
of meaning. Nonetheless, for some of the people living there it works for them, but with it's 
residential towers facing inward, a main road bisecting it, and no effective public spaces it 
shouts exclusion at a lower middle class sense of aesthetic. 

 



Wesbrook Place is not marked either green or red on the chart as it is both strong and 
weak.  It has some of the most self consciously laid out greenways in BC's history of 
planning - the consequence of a process that engaged deep, detailed consultation and 
involvement. Yet what was a strong positive start was undermined when the density dump 
from the mediocre UBC farm as transferred into the housing plan. The giant wind channel 
creating buildings that are sprouting up is a serious problem for many features.: not least 
of which is that this development is generating a counter flow of SOV's off campus and in 
the surrounding areas that contributes disproportionately to congestion. 

96. The absolute scorched earth approach to clearing of trees and additional green spaces. No 
spaces for wildlife. Hot, dusty and congested with cars. Should not have been allowed to go 
forward without an environmental assessment regarding the forest ecosystem 

97. No high rises in the stadium lands area 

 

98. Either overbuilt or underbuilt. Just build 4-5 story apartments with a commercial element 
(stores, restaurants) 

99. Small grocery store, less light pollution at night especially along Main Mall Greenway 

100. They're quiet and "old/rundown" looking. They don't look like they're part of UBC.  

101. More treed green space and closer amenities you can walk to as opposed to having 
everything located in Wesbrook place.  Highly congested with units looking in to untis. 

102. Few/none services such as cafes, bars. Hampton and East Campus do not achieve maximal 
ideal density. Chancellor needs more retail.  

103. All residential, not many shops or places to eat 

104. Not affordable, not much to do 

105. Some of condos in Promontory are opposed to noise and light from the stadium. If new 
buildings are constructed right next to the stadium, they should consider noise mitigation 
strategies, they should consider noise mitigation strategies. 

There is no corner store near the Hawthorne neighbourhood. 

106. Parking  

107. Community doesn't feel as connected to the University. Some areas too sterile and 
expensive (Wesbrook, Chancellor Place), some areas feel a bit rundown (East Campus). 
Pedestrian landscape is less interesting - not as many places to explore for kids. Within the 
neighbourhoods themselves, all the forest has been cut down or not suitable access. 

108. There needs to be more trees and greenery at the newly built National Soccer 
Development Centre.  There is too much black top and parking that isn't used except for 
pick up and drop off at the track. 

109. More security re attacks and break-ins.  Better management of gardens - they lack total 
imagination re choice of plants and flowers.  Trees on Larkin must be removed to prevent 
lifting of sidewalks and roadways.  Liquid Amber tree selection was a bad one.  Gardeners 
should use updated equipment that is quieter.   

110. Hawthorn Place is next to main and very close to Faculty of Forestry. However, every time 
when walk by it just like residence area for everyone. I hope to see a small library or public 



study place for UBC students and staff. Where we could chat, eat, work on group project, 
and study. I don't want to walk 10 mins to Nest and take another 10 mins back for one 
hour lunch break. There is too many people there, Arts, Sauder, Law, science.... I want a 
place like nest close to forestry, engineering, architecture. It could be smaller, but 
Hawthorn Place is the prefect location and it is not serve much for UBC students and 
staffs.  

111. Parking in Wesbrook seems to be a big issue. The streets also feel slightly unnatural when 
I walk down. I can't pinpoint exactly why. Maybe the buildings are too similar.  

112. Real amenities for residents are needed in any neighbourhood development. Creating the 
possibility of some commercial space helps encourage the development of small, 
neighbourhood oriented businesses. 

113. Feels unsafe 

Looks ugly and dirty 

 

114. I walk to the village every morning to buy the newspapers. East Mall is a mess with 
construction activity, as is the pathway past the baseball fields. More trimming of trees and 
cutting grass is needed 

115. Traffic goes too fast down Wesbrook Mall. I really think a stop sign should be added at 
Gray in addition to Birney. Visibility at the roundabout at Wesbrook and 16th is poor.  

I'm disappointed with recent changes to the faculty/staff waitlist - as a librarian, I wonder 
if I will get a chance to move to a larger unit now even though I've been on the waitlist for 
4 years. When I received an offer for Weber House, most of the units were already spoken 
for.  

116. Do not remove and move thunderbird stadium but renovate or replace 

117. Bit of a shopping wasteland, very heavily focussed on fast food and student related venues.    
Could use more "permanent resident" friendly venues 

118. The loss of green space is alarming, especially around UBC Farm; there is little privacy 
between the buildings and the scale of the highrises is out of proportion to the site. 

119. 1.Entrance to Chancellor Place needs a clear bright signpost or street lamp on Chancellor 
Boulevard for drivers coming into UBC to see at night - NEEDS a visible signage or marking 
of some sort in order for the sign "Chancellor Place" to be seen!  

2. Roundabout at East end (16th) of campus needs to be done with!  Please install traffic 
lights instead.  Too many near-accidents, if not accidents, witnessed already! 

3.  Many side walks and pavements are uneven or damaged - very poor for the safety of 
pedestrians!  

120. Traffic congestion during morning and evening rush hours (difficulty driving out of 
Hampton Place at these times). 

121. I used to work in Chancellor Place and it is cramped and crowded. The street design is 
hazardous and does not foster community. 

122. Despite the fact that most traffic in and out of Hampton Pl is foot traffic, it is a horrible 
place to maneuver for pedestrians.Cars don't stop at stop signs, there are no designated 



crosswalks and there's a roundabout, which can be distressing to cross. If one chooses to 
go around the roundabout, this is very inconvenient and takes twice as long. Considering 
how many children and other residents are walking around Hampton Pl, this needs to be 
improved. 

123. More green space, decreasing the feeling of density 

124. Hawthorn Place, my neighbourhood has a lot of children, but our playgrounds are lack 
luster and we find ourselves having to go to Wesbrook to access swings. Because the Old 
Barn playground is really the only place with good equipment, in the summer it gets very 
busy with children of all ages, making it especially dangerous for smaller children. It would 
be nice to have a mix of age appropriate climbing structures and swings in one location. As 
well, with the opening of Wesbrook, our community centre and community activities have 
been greatly diminished (e.g. Raising of the Old Barn even is pretty boring now, and we 
don't even bother going, which is sad, because it used to be a lot of fun). Chancellor seems 
very removed and all I hear about it are complaints from neighbors about noise) 

125. In none of these neighborhoods is there even a smidgeon of a public sphere.  The one 
newspaper Campus Resident has been shut down, and in no UBC neighborhood do 
residents seriously believe that their voice makes any difference.  This is shameful. 

126. The students from housing at the end of Thunderbird Boulevard use Thunderbird as their 
main party highway every Friday and Saturday night. Apartments facing Thunderbird deal 
with singing, yelling, music playing, smoking way into the night every weekend. Is it 
possible to redirect the students through a non-residential neighbourhood on their way to 
the bars and buses instead? 

127. This will whole affair will be viewed as the biggest blunder in the history of the university. 
The university has shamelessly sold off its land to the highest bidder, building market 
housing which servers to launder money from abroad as departments find it impossible to 
recruit and retain faculty due to the lack of housing affordability. 

128. Lighting in all areas having just walked from Westbrooke to University boulevard and all 
areas were dark and not very safe.  In westbrooke for now there is evough shopping and 
returants but as the new condos are developed there will requier more shopping.    

129. Street lighting overall is poor in both Univ Blvd and Wesbrook Place. There are some 
streets that I won't walk after dark by myself. Wesbrook Place has so many residents now 
but very only one sit down adult restaurant (BierKraft). We need more  restaurants. 

130. Lack of retail and restaurant space and offerings 

131. Typical growing pains of being an un-incorporated municipality.  We are paying the same 
taxes as if living in the city of Vancouver, yet do not receive anywhere near the same level 
of service and residential support. 

Principle 1: Build long-term value- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. To "Be good stewards of the land" means, in my opinion to maintain green space. The 
proposed plan does not do this. 

2. I suppost UBC is not interested in retaining or attracting non-academic staff?  



3. The approach to increasing the Endowment is unclear. A real long-term value should be to 
support the growth of the economy of the UBC community, in socially and environmentally 
responsible ways. A future community with a larger population and a highly efficient 
economy will allow long-term growth of the Endowment and make UBC a better place. 

4. This doesn't ensure the neighborhood won't fall to greed and speculation if it's open to the 
market, which is should not be.  There must be language to prevent this from happening and 
from allowing money to trump everything else. 

5. It is a bad mistake to suppose that the health of the UBC community can only be secured in 
connection with its growth.  

6. Need more emphasis on the third point, the health of the natural environment.   

7. The endowment should not be increased through Real Estate speculation and profiteering. 
The natural environment cannot be healthy if forests are destroyed.  

8. N/A 

9. It does not contain any language pertaining to staff and local employees. 

10. Should provide services for students.  

11. Open spaces 

Variety of residents  ( not just Asians ) - needs affirmative action perhaps / quotas 

No subway to ubc means car is required as buses are not acceptable to folks buying $1M+ 
condos !! 

Quality of life starting to deteriorate as you stuff more and more folks into tinier and tinier 
condos with no rapid transit to anywhere 

12. Stewardship - Make the neighbourhood a zero-energy neighbourhood. 

Cultural aspects - for example the per-Euopean history is missing.  

 

13. Staff seem to be a missing piece of your equation. Faculty are typically much higher paid 
than staff in most areas of the university. the custodial staff in our building travel in from 
Cloverdale each day because that is where thy can afford housing. I think more can be done 
to improve the socioeconomic and age diversity on campus if you truly want for it to feel 
like a community and want to retain staff and faculty alike.  

14. ... " and the people the university serves" 

15. attracting top talent in staff too! 

16. When is big too big?  There are competing issues here.  Enhancing the health of the natural 
environment and increasing the Endowment may well be at odds with each other.  Yes, one 
needs to attract and retain academic talent and housing is an important part of this, but 
growth for the sake of growth is WRONG. 

17. There have been some missteps lately in staff/faculty rental housing has been used to retain 
academic talent. Tenured faculty are getting a bad deal when trying to get into staff/faculty 
housing. Started with a change just before Webber House was allocated. The wait list for 
staff/faculty housing seems to be a bit suspect/black hole and no longer fairly allocated. It 
certainly is not helping with retention. It does not make sense that the longer you are on the 



wait list, the lower you end up on the list (once you achieve tenure, you are moved down). 
So while we waited on the list for many years to get into a specific location, there were 
suites allocated to people who had only been on the list for a year or two. Changing the wait 
list parameters was not done fairly or with enough consultation.  

18. the more residents, the more damage to natural environment. Just tell me, how much more 
trees are you going to cut? 

19. need to recognize the difficulty staff have in commuting to UBC--staff housing also 
important as they have a large role in supporting the mission of the university 

What does it mean to increase the endowment--is that not at variance with enhancing the 
natural environment and what about planning for the future. 

20. Think about the people that live here now. We have been here since market homes were 
built and bought based on your OCP then you changed the Land Use Plans and I didn't see 
much info about that. I was shocked when it came out as I asked many times for the new 
plan at Wesbrook Centre  

21. This is all jargon ad has no real mechanism for monitoring or implementation.  It pretends 
that social/economic/environmental are (1) balanceable, and (2) that the three terms 
actually describe operationally distinct categories.   

22. Developing and maintaining respect for existing residents and supporting a positive 
lifestyle for them. 

23. Yes.  It focuses first on the university's needs and finances at the expense of the owners and 
residents in the villages. 

24. Affordable housing for students. Adequate green space (parks, fields). 

25. Encourage academic and intellectual upbringing and provide such environment with 
affordability 

26. The three bullets are mutually exclusive. The natural beauty that UBC is known for would 
best be preserved with less development. The community needs affordable housing, 
however, UBC has never made on-campus affordable, exactly for the bullet point talking 
about growing the endowment. If the community is supposed to be supporting UBC's 
potential to attract the best and brightest faculty and students, then it won't be a money 
maker, but would require a purposeful investment into affordable housing. 

27. You are trying to have your cake and eat it too. You can't make the most $$ possible 
("increasing the Endowment") while enhancing the health of the environment. Frankly, we 
have focused too much on financial goals and now it is time to think about building better 
community (which requires more affordable housing and greater mix of people) and 
maintaining the natural endowment (which means cutting fewer trees).  

28. Doesn't say anything about the kind of community we want on our lands. I find that, by 
creating high value housing that adds to the endowment, it is increasingly the wealthy who 
are living on these lands. The amenities are set up to cater to them (e.g., expensive 
restaurants). Very depressing to drop kids off at school every morning and watching the 
number of fancy cars that kids get dropped off in. 

29. Part of the principle that assumes that the growth of the UBC residential community 
promotes either a healthy community or attracts and retains academic talent is just plain 
false.  One only has to look at the wages paid by UBC relative to the cost of housing to 



substantiate that.  Ordinary wage earners cannot afford to live at UBC.  The fact is that the 
vast majority of the people who have purchased housing at UBC do not work at UBC nor do 
they contribute to the community.  They do however take advantage of everything UBC 
(community centres, parks etc.), the City of Vancouver (their children attend the elementary 
and secondary schools), province (health care) without paying their fair share of income 
taxes on their world income. If increasing the Endowment means continuing to create even 
more less affordable market housing that results in academic talent accepting positions 
elsewhere, then a stop should be put to building further market housing immediately.   

30. Real ideals stated in your mission are not reflected in your plan. Development has gone too 
far. There should be a study like a Gage survey used to get permission for Gage towers. Who 
gives permission for this expansion?  

31. The mission of increasing Endowment will degrade the health of the natural enviroment. 

32. Economic should be third after environmental. 

33. In theory, an admirable principle. 

34. There are three points in this principle. Is more emphasis placed on some parts of this 
principle, or do they have equal weight? For example, is the University willing to sacrifice 
natural environment in order to "increase capital"? 

35. It's not one principle but three with some conflict among them, so it is impossible to answer 
the question appropriately.  

36. Sustainability. 

37. Yes, UBC needs to make a key distinction in its land use policy: it should not seek revenue or 
income from UBC faculty, staff, and students beyond what covers the cost of constructing 
and maintaining housing. It should only seek revenue from market housing. It should make 
affordable housing the top priority and revenue a lesser priority. To date, it has not done so-
-the majority of south campus developments are market units that faculty and staff cannot 
afford. (Perhaps some rich students can.) UBC so far has punted on using its lands for 
faculty recruitment and retention. All it has shown a willingness to do is to build rentals--
mostly too small, too few, and too expensive. This will recruit and retain no one, since peer 
institutions have more competitive rental programs. It needs to create family sized homes 
that faculty can afford to buy--ANY faculty member, not just "stars"--and without the high 
leverage of PIRL. 

38. Maybe something should be mentioned about aiming to sustain a high quality living 
standart for students and scholars. This can be accomplished with user friendly study 
spaces, communal places, etc. 

39. Maintain quality of student life and provide more housing to students. 

40. Be a good neighbour with the community you are in, e.g. UEL residents.  

41. Public Transit - accessibility to other parts of campus and downtown Vancouver. 

42. Security 

43. Support the natural environment. That is what good steward do.  

44. I wish UBC could have a more pro-active stance on retaining faculty. My husband was 
recruited here 10 years ago. We were given almost  no housing assistance in terms of 



support and the financial assistance was laughable. 10 years and 3 kids later we are 
SERIOUSLY underhoused in our 2 bedroom apartment HOWEVER we are not considered a 
housing priority because he is not a new recruit. In order to qualify for ANY housing 
assistance he would need to have an offer from another university.  I am aware of other 
profs with families who have decided to go that route, and guess what? When they get that 
offer at another institution they take it, especially if it is in a city with a better housing 
market. How many people does UBC want to lose that way? 

45. Below principle 1, you have listed three completely different ideas, which are contradictory 
to one another 

Social growth:  The health and growth of the UBC community and ensuring the university is 
able to attract and retain academic talent would require building a faculty-only 
neighbourhood to help the people with a long-term commitment to the university live 
where they work--> I AGREE with this principle. 

Economic growth:  Growing the Endowment would require selling off university condos to 
the open market --> I DISAGREE with this principle 

Environmental sustainability: Support and enhance the health of the natural environment 
would require stopping building at all on campus --> I AGREE with this in terms of not 
cutting down more forest space 

46. I think more emphasis needs to put on maintaining the environmental sustainability 
aspects, particularly acknowledging how the area will be popularly frequented for the 
stadium. How can we design green space that will not be trampled by spectators? 

 

I am also concerned the focus on the Endowment can be easily overstated into a focus on 
something that will have less utility for students in the short-run, and perhaps also in the 
long-run.  

47. Do not betray the people buying condominiums in this area. 

48. Ensure the health and overall well-being (physical, mental, financial) of the UBC community 

49. Attract academic talent! Interesting! 

I am teaching some first-year courses outside UBC as well. I saw some talent students who 
did not choose UBC only because of financial problem particularly expensive housing. I have 
lived in campus since 2004 before Wesbrook Village and many other new building. What i 
feel and the impression I received from others while teaching outside UBC is that UBC is not 
anymore like a public university that any academically talent student can study there. Now, 
it is becoming a university for rich families who can support high cost of studying at UBC. 
You can find this easily by checking rent price in campus and nearby.  

This was not like it before. I just want to share my experience.      

50. The university needs to attract more than faculty. Librarians, administrators, skilled trades, 
support staff, faculty can not function without these people,  

most of whom get paid less and can not afford to buy homes and rent in the lower 
mainland.  

51. This is a platitude with no direct operational values/goals. 



52. How can these three principles co-exist? It is not about these three but just about 
supporting the endowment. The other two suffer due to the preference for the endowment.  

53. Too much density in such a small area  

54. Generally, Faculty, student and staff are still limited in achieving long term housing on 
campus b/c of affordability. 

55. Maintenance of future academic and research expansion space (i.e. for new 
academic.research spaces for future years) 

56. Adjust point 1 to include staff in addition to academic talent 

57. Preserving green spaces. Reducing development of parkland. This is an essential resource, 
that once developed is lost. 

58. Need to remember that sustainability includes SOCIAL 

59. An assurance that this isn't simply a cash grab real estate project! 

60. To start, it is not clear where the new, more compact stadium's location is proposed. If it 
will be (re)located in the stadium neighbourhood it is respecting the surrounding residents 
and neighbourhoods. So, do the principles embrace the existing neighbourhoods' way of 
life?  

61. Give support to local students whom have attended our elementary and high schools who 
find that they are not eligible to attend  UBC due to its high academic standards.   Many very 
successful UBC graduates would not have the academic marks to enter UBC today.   

62. The main focus of this principle should be providing a space that caters first for the 
environment while providing the public a long lasting space to live confortably.  

63. Support and enhance the livelihood of residents 

64. Taking care of the academic community is good and important, but what about the safety 
and well-being of the neighbourhood residents - since there are thousands of them here 
now? 

65. Yes, people are missing. The principle refers to the academy and the natural environment.  
People need a decent place to live in order to thrive and contribute to the flourishing of 
society. 

66. Make UBC a pleasant and unique place to live to reflect its character -- unlike a cookie-cutter 
suburb or fast-tracked high-rise development. 

67. Wellbeing of current neighbours. 

68. This is a bs question with bs options--the people in this neighborhood would like it to 
remain fundamentally what they bought into and were promised would continue.  Again 
what's missing is a real public sphere with actual give and take, and where residents' voices 
are followed. 

69. Providing affordable housing for University employees and especially for students. 

70. It seems the only thing that is happening is money is going into the Endowment. I have 
never heard a single faculty member say that the university housing policy is helping attract 



and retain faculty. I have only heard the opposite. It is impossible to attract and retain 
faculty with this housing strategy. 

71. Envolve the community and all of Vancouver.  

I believe that a masstransit program that doesn't stop before it gets to UBC is in order. The 
Broadway line should extend to campus and out to 41 and OAK. 

72. affordability for students, staff and faculty to fulfill work-study goals  

73. 2 notes: 

1) With the above statement in support the health and growth of the UBC community and 
ensure that the university is able to attract and retain academic talent - this is great, but 
there are also a lot of other support staff etc that make this place what it is.  You can have a 
few staff/facutly rentals along with other programs in place to support faculty in purchasing 
places with loans, mortgage assistance etc. but let's not over emphasize this - the majority of 
the units will be market rental and that's starting at over a million dollars for anything 
that's 2 bedrooms and a den plus....that is extremely out of reach of most people and 
shouldn't be hid as much as it is....very disappointing to see 

2) A true emphasis on enhancing and supporting the natural environment.  It's stated, but 
not with nearly a high enough emphasis.   

Principle 1: Build long-term value-  How could this principle be realized in Stadium 

Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Unless you leave the green spaces intact, it will not be done. 

2. Think about the entire community at UBC when planning.  

3. A healthy, efficient economy must have four components: work, home, transit and 
commerce. The UBC community is a major centre of education and work, with a high day-
time population, but has very little permanent population. This neighbourhood can focus on 
dense residential areas with urban characters, development around transit nodes, and 
having a variety of commercial services that can support continued growth. 

4. Not destroying forests. Any new housing should be for the academic community (including 
non-UBC), more classroom space should be built. 

5. Hopefully with this new stadium and the surrounding neighbourhood will help to attract 
the best student-athletes possible, as well as make current and future UBC students proud 
to go to this university, and as such want to stay here. This pride will come from the fact 
that the university, in their planning processes, listens to students and actually takes their 
concerns to heart. The pride will come from the new facilities and the new opportunities 
that arise from the new neighbourhood.  

6. Better affordability. 

7. Mid rises only or far more space between high rises 

Leave the forest  

Leave green space 



Build towers around stadium 

Quotas: 50% Asian maximum  

8. Make neighborhood car free - no parking spaces, and require residents not to own car. 

Produce locally energy (Hot water generation, solar panels, geothermal heat - if possible).  

For example name streets and buildings after First Nation history. Work with First Nations. 
Preserve unmanaged space.  

9. Mixed housing, don't price people out of living at UBC especially staff and lower-paid faculty 
who contribute immensely to the community at all levels. Yes, I know it is below market 
rental, but you should have some options based on staff income. Continue to provide 
greenspace, and perhaps a dog park. Many of your buildings are pet friendly, but there are 
few places for dogs to get their energy our. Pets improve people's well-being in general.  

10. Housing and affordable housing is an especially important issue. Also creating a space that 
values the environment and encourages people to engage with the natural world, and work 
to help sustain it as responsible stewards (recycling, using less, compost, etc).  

11. Medium to high density to maximize land value 

12. Take the notion of being good stewards of the land to heart; don't rape it for money. 

13. Provide community garden space and outdoor green space and playgrounds; create family 
friendly affordable housing with adequate bike storage areas; create places where people 
can gather (BBQ area perhaps); ensure an adequate system is in place for visitor parking 

14. Build more options for faculty rental options for tenured faculty (and not just townhomes!).  

15. Don't cut for forests to clear land for the housing.  such action would not support 3rd bullet. 

16. Yes absolutely! It must be realized. 

17. cancel this plan. 

18. staff housing 

leave some land undeveloped 

19. Small community not these high rises that sell to overseas buyers. We need community. I 
would like to see some commercial on the ground floors with small grocery store  

20. This principle can not in fact be realized unless the scope of the principle is so limited in 
focus to ignore all of the commutative impacts, conceptual contradictions, and factors 
external to the specific area itself.  For example, will the potential overcrowding in local 
schools be considered as an indicator of sustainability?  Will the plan embed limitations on 
development that take into account school capacity?  Will the development be organized in 
a way to make repatriation of value to first nations communities, whose land was taken to 
create the university in the first place?  Etc .. 

21. Ensure open areas/parks; carefully plan traffic patterns and parking issues; ensure effective 
public transit access. 

22. Ideally, not change the original plan for five villages.  Since that isn't going to happen, keep 
the density down, don't build highrises, leave the natural woods intact, and ABOVE ALL 
provide adequately for traffic, for noise, and for IMMEDIATELY ADJACENT parking (not a 



kilometer away, which encourages illegal parking).  We bought here for the rural feeling of 
our area, not realizing it would be changed. 

23. This principle can be realized by not building any more residential areas on UBC land!! 

24. Stadium events and residential living are contradictory in nature, hard to co-exist. 

25. Rental properties. A field for recreation (there used to be one outside thunderbird stadium 
on West Mall) 

26. Build bookstores, libraries, cafes, shops, markets, and mini parks. 

27. Provide good sized guaranteed housing for graduate students and Postdocs, in particular 
couples and families, with 1BR units for less than $1,200 and 2BR units for less than $1,600. 

28. I'm honestly not convinced we need a new neighbourhood such as Stadium Neighbourhood 

29. UBC should develop and broadly advertise a program of creating affordable housing for 
faculty and staff as well as for other campus employed population. This is more general 
comment; it relates to the whole campus planning process. 

30. Attract and retain academic talent = professors. This can be achieved by providing faculty 
housing: not tiny rental apartments, but closed market units that can be purchased at 
competitive prices, and sold to subsequent professors. New professors need to be able to 
afford to live on campus. 

31. Build more affordable housing, housing that academic talent can afford. The great majority 
of the housing being built on campus is too expensive even for faculty members.  

32. Build for people who are going to be associated with UBC in the long term, not for the 
wealthy who have nothing to do with UBC. 

33. Provide housing priced and available to local who live and work at UBC. 

34. This principle is not being realized now for the reasons given above.  Further, South Campus 
is so densely populated now, that the last thing that UBC needs is another densely 
populated area and one that is located close to existing housing.   

35. Look at your principles again and rethink the density on the borders of UBC Botanical 
Garden and UBC Farm.  

36. I think UBC  and UNA are" over their heads" and I feel a governance such as a Mayor is 
necessary to protect the UBC residents especially with the  upcoming population growth at 
Wesbrook and the Stadium neighbourhood. 

37. More dedicated housing for students, faculty and staff.  It is incredibly difficult to attract and 
retain the best and brightest when they cannot afford to live close to campus, and it is 
hurting our reputation as a leading research university.  Understood that selling off market 
housing is an important revenue generator but it is ruining the fabric of our communities, 
and most people I speak to are not convinced that it is in the long-term interests of the 
University.  The abundance of market housing projects at UBC is making the University look 
greedy, makes university contributors feel that they are not valued or welcome (students, 
faculty, staff, who often cannot afford to rent or purchase market housing), and brings in 
community members that are intolerant of university life (as an adult staff member, it 
irritates me that non-university-affiliated community members feel it is their right to 
complain about student events.  My observation is that students are not often rowdy, but if 



they are, I have chosen to live at the University and can put up with their noise a few nights 
a year).  I have also observed that in Wesbrook Village, market housing developments lack 
the vibrancy and community that staff and faculty developments are able to foster.  I love 
UBC, but the lack of housing options for contributing community members creates negative 
optics.  Some suggestions for Stadium: more student housing, more faculty/staff housing, 
retail options that can relieve the stress on the grocery store at Wesbrook, adequate green 
space, B&B or hotel for university visitors, limited market housing.  Homes closer to the 
academic core are better suited to those who need to be there.   

38. Retaining forested  greenspace. 

39. Will see....hopefully the neighbourhood will include green and open spaces for visitors to 
rest, relax and take in nature  

40. In reality, this is a joke that UBC would expect that development of a "Stadium 
Neighbourhood" would  attract and retain academic talent or Support and enhance the 
health of the natural environment.  Regarding the size of the endowment, why is endless 
development the only way that UBC can achieve this? 

41. Rebuilding the stadium in situ and make the area to the east of it into a natural environment 
- perhaps an extension of the UBC Botanical Garden. 

42. UBC must fulfill its commitment under HAP to provide greater housing affordability and 
choice for faculty members before it considers building any revenue units--be they market 
units or rental units. UBC families currently have almost no adequate living options. 
Faculty-staff rental units are tiny, and the rent is high relative to salaries. UBC keeps 
appealing to "the market", as if high prices in Metro Vancouver justify it charging high 
prices for housing to its employees--or at most providing a modest rental discount (which is 
then taxed). If UBC is serious about faculty recruitment and retention, it should indicate that 
this is its top priority in the Stadium neighborhood by announcing and delivering a faculty 
family homeowner community. Singles and DINKYs may not need this, but families do, and 
current UBC policy has done little for them. 

43. I think adding a study/work space that will be easly accessed by the residents of Stadium 
Neighbourhood can be a factor that attracts and retains academic talent. UWaterloo has a 
residence building specially designed for people who are interested in enterpreneurship 
and startups. Collaborative spaces are provided for students that inspire them to work on 
side projects. I know people who went to waterloo because they were so impressed by the 
amout of resource the school provided for students who are willing to take their ideas one 
step further. Stadium Neighbourhood can be a great oppurtunity to create collaborative 
working spaces for students who want to get creative together and work on projects that 
will take the UBC name even further. 

44. This is hard to answer without knowing your plan.  Ideally, this area would be left as it is.  
I'm not convinced campus needs more market housing at this time.  

45. Only if you are considerate of the surrounding non-UBC community. 

46. Preserve existing forest, best practices in managing land and water on site, facilities for 
children and on-site day care, common spaces for neighbors to gather, landscaping to 
include community food production  

47. Add Public Transit - accessibility to other parts of campus and downtown Vancouver. 



48. A safe place to live attracts more people and enhance natural environment  

49. Green space......no concrete jungles. 

50. More family friendly units - not just tiny 3 bedrooms like in Wesbrook Village, but 4 
bedrooms with larger square footage. UBC is letting developers make money off these deals 
- mandate that they build to suit UBC families.  More housing assistance to ALL faculty, not 
just new recruits. Stop insisting that faculty come to UBC with a competing job offer before 
help will be given.  

51. which one??? 

These are three completely different principles!! 

The health and growth of the UBC community and ensuring the university is able to attract 
and retain academic talent would require BUILDING A FACULTY-ONLY NEIGHBOURHOOD 
AT STADIUM NEIGHBOURHOOD 

Growing the Endowment would require selling off university condos to the open market --> 
I DISAGREE with this principle 

Support and enhance the health of the natural environment would require stopping 
building at all on campus and abandoning plans to fell trees by 16th avenue 

52. Clearly, the construction of the new Stadium is a huge part of this focus. But also focuses on 
parks, green spaces, and how we can seamlessly integrate this while protecting it from 
frequent visitors is important.  

53. it is already realized  

54. Yes.  There should be no stadium across from a hospice. 

55. - Fair market-rate mid-tier housing; in essence, luxury condos are inappropriate on a 
university campus 

- An abundance of low to mid-tier rental properties for students, faculty, and university 
workers 

- A friendly, inviting, and universal street realm 

56. Good land stewardship means less pollution, which means less travelling for students to get 
to school.  Make all new accommodation to be UBC managed for student accommodation 
only and keep out private investors. 

57. Listen to residents, stop going through meaningless motions, as you did when you forced 
tennis courts and playing fields on hawthorn. That stupidly timed  

open house between 5-6:30 was disrespectful to residents who had work obligations. 

58. how about starting with support and enhance the natural environment and go from there. 
Destroying the natural places of UBC to construct over priced and out of reach housing does 
not help anyone connected to the University in a meaningful way. 

59. less high-rise's 

60. Maintain and augment tree groves, community gardens. consider more food plantings - 
apple or other fruit trees for example 

61. Introduce subsidized housing options for ownership based on salary affordability. 



62. Space set aside for future academic and lab space 

63. Not related to the above, but an increase of shops/restaurants would be good. Also would 
be good to have expanded car share, bike share, allowing tenants in Village Gate Homes to 
park at UBC sites such as the swimming pool 

64. Forested areas should be retained - as in along W 16. 

65. 1) Make room in plans for treed areas and landscaped gardens. It would be nice if concrete 
buildings had a garden or green roof. 

2) Raising money for the endowment needs to be balanced with achieving the other 2 
principles. 

66. Good connectivity between this neighbourhood and adjacent neighbourhoods. To attract 
and retain talent-> absolutely need affordable housing. 

67. By ensuring that the neighbourhood is an affordable place for people who work at the 
University and their families - not for people with no connection to the University or who 
just want to invest in Vancouver real estate. 

68. By keeping the new stadium in the stadium neighbourhood. 

69. Establish parameters for the number of students that the university hopes to attract in the 
future.  Why not cap it at its current 59,000 students.  Why is it so  important to bring in so 
many foreign students?  Why not get back to when UBC was an academic institution instead 
of a corporation that is driven by bottom line financial objectives? 

70. Careful integrating with the terrain and environment, using good technology to make 
cleaner buildings that still manage to feel like home, instead of aluminium superstructures. 

71. Build a substantial part of the housing in this area for students, staff, and faculty.  This 
would integrate well with the surrounding residential areas. 

72. Build a community, rather than just another neighbourhood. 

73. Deal with parking issues. Create improved pedestrian routes for students. faculty and 
residents 

74. Renovate/rebuild on existing stadium grounds. Endow the wonderful botanical garden. 

75. Create a green development, which encourages community through activity and places to 
linger. Prioritize university staff, faculty, and students for residences. Have lots of green 
space. Have low-rise to mid-rise housing, not turning UBC into concrete jungle. 

76. I am concerned about balancing the academic mission (through selling off of prime land for 
inflated prices that most can't afford), and the loss of green space and community feel. We 
like the fact that our neighbourhood (Hawthorn) is pretty central, and yet still quiet. Not 
sure how our tranquility will be impacted by increased density. 

77. Keep the neighborhhood the way it is, renovating seismically where necessary, but nothing 
else. 

78. Build good-quality housing (not luxury!) with green usable spaces woven into it (parks, 
gardens, forest, squares, play ground). 

79. Focus on student residences and rental accommodation at affordable rates for employees. 



80. Build townhomes for faculty at cost (see UC Davis, UC Santa Barbara, Stanford...) 

81. I think there is a need for sporting facilities that extend beyond football soccer and Baseball. 
I would like to see a Velodrome with added sports like Volleyball and basketball.  This could 
be open to the public and increase the kinesiology faculty at UBC. 

82. Set aside some lower cost housing for academics. Ensure that we don't pave over 
everything. The University has done a very good job with the newer neighbourhoods to 
include waterways, greenery, bird and bee-friendly flowers, etc. Please keep this up! 

83. all trees remain and open walking space that links wesbrook, stadium and hawthorn 
neighbourhoods - hence create a more coherent town and not a jigsaw puzzle of 
development 

84. Being good stewards is very important - the neighbourhood will take 10+ years to fully 
develop, but it's not all about generating money for the university.  If not done properly and 
with practical and purposeful planning and thought there will be a lot of challenges in the 
decades to follow.  This is already seen in most neighbourhoods on campus.  Let's make 
sure to pause and plan in reality  - not just plan something because it's a minimum we can 
get away with and a race to cash in. 

Principle 2. Be a great neighbour- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. This plan does not "Minimize impacts." 

2. Not just stadium noise, living noise in general 

3. Expand on point #2, it's a good start but needs more, ideally make this points about how 
things will happen not just what. 

4. Again, this principle bundles together growth -- here in the talk of 'new neighbourhoods' -- 
with the sustainability of the established neighbourhoods.  This is a mistake.  The 
established neighbourhoods do no benefit from the additional pressure on resources that 
comes from the addition of new ones. 

5. Ensure classrooms and academic related structures are built. 

6. Knitting together if many folks speak no English or have no father in family ?  

 

7. Who are the residents of the neighbourhoods? Students, Staff, Faculty, External? 

8. Price housing so all socioeconomic levels can afford to rent or buy on campus. Better mini-
bus access. Consider how common the values of your populations living at UBC may be. I see 
very large gaps here with super-wealthy and Lamborghinis and then students and so forth. 
So there is some diversity, but in general you could be doing more to think about bringing 
cultures together and striving for a community with common values (smoking, litter). 
Acknowledging the transience of your population, but also the desire more prople have to 
live permanently at UBC. Better public transportation to public schools on campus. It takes 
me an hour and a half to leave work, pick up my child at UHill elementary, and make it back 
home.  

9. I don't believe above points can be achieved. 



10. people chose to move to a university 

the university was there first 

the university and its life and culture are foremost 

I would not allow the community to dictate what the academic and cultural mission of the 
university is--we must listen but the university is for the people of BC not the people who 
can afford to live on campus 

11. Minimize density from high rise , keep parks for residents 

12. It is really hard to tell what is meant by a 'good' neighbour.  For one thing, how can a 
physical place be considered a neighbour?   

13. Nothing missing - if UBC does this. [The record is poor.] 

14. minimizing impact (noise etc) during and post construction very important 

15. Up until now, implementation.  Hope it will be better in the future, not merely lip service. 

16. Existing neighbourhoods should have a veto over new construction in their immediate 
vicinities, even if this prevents Stadium Neighbourhood from going forward. 

17. Community participation wasn’t sought in the original approval. This consultation seems 
much more of afterthough where the decision has already been made. I was never made 
aware either as a resident nor as a Professor about the new development plans. 

 

I don’t think knitting together the neighbourhoods is really that important.  If the grocery 
store is 1 km away now, building additional housing in between will not change this fact. 

18. Community participation needs to go beyond these on-line surveys. Let people be part of 
the design, part of the decisions around the goals, part of the decision around who we want 
to live on campus.  

19. Intelligence- "great neighbour" by whose standard and authority. If UBC continues to be 
raped and degraded, the living standard of the entire lower mainland is degraded. [beside  
"How important do you feel this principle is?"] Sounds silly [beside "Minimized impacts" 
underlined] of course, but rethink the big picture, Even athletes need to breathe. 

20. Your three principles are not reflected in this high density plan. Get survey information as 
to whether more high rises are welcome instead of forests. 

Gage towers were built after feedback and their location are central to campus not in 
forested areas.  

21. Protect existing natural enviroment. ie: leave the Rhododendron Woods alone...let it stay 
the natural beauty it is...no benches and no canopy walkways. This Wood is home to 
owls,ravens,creepers etc. 

22. need to be realistic about noise. Stadiums sometimes make noise, this should be expected 
and even at night.  

 

23. Again, good principle in theory. 



24. It is not clear that "Minimize impacts including stadium noise" includes the time after 
construction. The potential conflict between events at a stadium and residents living nearby 
is bound to cause friction. 

25. Keep density lower than in Wesbrook Place. 

26. There is already a sense that these areas of campus are not for students.  Also, the stadium 
is part of campus.  If folks want to move to a university campus, they should be prepared for 
loud events, parties, and other aspects of student life. 

27. In building this neighbourhood, one must be realistic about stadium noise; don't let the 
NIMBY people in the UNA steamroll the quality and affordability of student life, as this is 
first and foremost a place for students to learn, grow, and live in a safe, stimulating 
environment. 

28. Public Transit - accessibility to other parts of campus and downtown Vancouver. 

29. No. Safety, liveability and community are things we value about living on campus.  

30. I feel what is needed to contribute to the established and new neighbourhoods is features 
that make it an addition to the neighbourhoods; a complement. Certainly, the stadium 
achieves part of this, but what other development can be undertaken? Things that would be 
high on my wishlist are transit and bicycling infrastructure. Other items to include as part of 
this include trails, and amenities.  

31. why do neighbourhoods need to be "knitted" together? 

32. Ok if this happens 

33. we also need an environmental consultant and the Musqeam people included in this 
neighbourhood community. We need the voice of nature - birds, trees, and all present and 
past living and nonliving inhabitants of this space. 

34. over crowded  

35. A useful principle for attaining a good neighbourhood is that proposed changes should not 
negatively impact the value of current residences. Moving the Thunderbird stadium from its 
current position will greatly increase noise to existing residences, thus decreasing the 
quality of life and decreasing the financial value of these properties. Keeping the stadium in 
its current position meets the principles of maintained property value and quality of life 
issues. 

36. What about being a good neighbour to neighbourhoods that exist outside of UBC 
boundaries such as Point Grey, Dunbar etc. The increased traffic from increased 
development at UBC has a huge impact on these neighbourhoods  

Doesn't define what is meant by neighbour. 

Need to think of neighbours off campus also 

37. Minimizing long term impacts, as well as the short term listed. There is potential for this 
construction to result in devastating changes that negatively impact (physically and 
visually) the Botanical Garden and be irreparable. The new neighborhood could impact the 
Garden by changing the environment, resulting in the loss of existing collections, reduced 
ability to successfully manage future collections, and impact visitor-ship (short and long 
term), therefore reducing the Garden's ability to sustain itself. 



38. UBC is first and foremost a university. If we build a new football stadium that is used only 
for a handful of football games a year, then we are not providing the community with a 
significant resource for other forms of university and community events. 

39. Realise improved integration of ethnicity.  

40. Parking is becoming a problem! 

Continuous consultation and public input is important. 

41. How about UBC being a good neighbor?  Noise control?  Snow removal?  Realistic affordable 
parking options?  Not towing improperly parked cars. 

42. Minimize impacts of all student party-type noise. 

43. The vast majority of the housing is market housing for speculative and laundered money. 
How does that help knit the community together? 

44. Better rapid transit SKY train needs to come to campus and out to 41 and oak. 

 

Again a facility that is used by the whole UNA and surrounding areas. like a multi ourpose 
sort centre that includes a velodrome. 

45. Very good principle all important items. 

Principle 2. Be a great neighbour- How could this principle be realized in Stadium 

Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Remove fraternities as these are sources of disturbance and make horrible neighbours.  

2. The neighbourhood should be very well connected to the rest of the campus, especially via 
walking since for most students that is their number one method of transport.  

3. Needs safe cross walk or bridge over 16th Ave highway 

4. Pedestrian greenways.  

5. Price housing so all socioeconomic levels can afford to rent or buy on campus. Better mini-
bus access. Consider how common the values of your populations living at UBC may be. I see 
very large gaps here with super-wealthy and Lamborghinis and then students and so forth. 
So there is some diversity, but in general you could be doing more to think about bringing 
cultures together and striving for a community with common values (smoking, litter). 
Acknowledging the transience of your population, but also the desire more people have to 
live permanently at UBC. Better public transportation to public schools on campus. It takes 
me an hour and a half to leave work, pick up my child at UHill elementary, and make it back 
home.  

6. Make it easy to get from one part of campus to another! The biking at UBC is great, but there 
are certain parts of campus that are very hard to get to via public transit. The local bus 
service offered by Translink is inadequate, so we should think about what other links we 
can provide. 

7. likely hard to reconcile with high density land value optimization principle 1 



8. Work with Strata Councils, respected individuals in the community and through public 
meetings.  Use wechat to reach the Chinese-speaking community.  Put information out in 
both English and Chinese.  Communicate, communicate, communicate. 

9. Show us that our input is meaningful.  Be transparent and give us results of surveys and 
feedback and tell us how you are implanting the feedback. 

10. Minimize impacts; including stadium noise, traffic and construction = VERY important 

11. Extend walking paths/links from Hawthorne into Stadium Neighbourhood (down Main 
Mall). Make walking on East Mall more enjoyable/safer (look at sidewalks on east side of 
East Mall near tennis center/fields).  

12. This might be the one neighbourhood where noise and traffic should be expected and 
planned for.  Having big sporting events, concerts and other events at the athletics precinct 
that bring crowds, energy and interest should be strived towards.  Every great University 
has these venues that attract thousands of people per year to campus.  Building a 
neighbourhood around these sport venues should be done so with the realization it will be 
different. 

13. Low rise and townhomes (not like the Polygon high priced units) more affordable keep the 
stadium and add more walking space 

14. ensure access for construction and post construction is off East Mall and West 16th, not just 
Stadium Road 

15. By paying attention to what residents say instead of making profits primarily for UBC, by 
not changing the nature of the existing adjacent neighbourhood, and by providing new 
construction and village parking onsite, not far away. 

16. Free tickets to the adjacent residents for the varsity games; or revenue sharing scheme as a 
remedy for the long term noise impact. 

17. This is the magic question. How many new residents will live in this new neighborhood? 
There is no way to build new roads or access to campus. The negative impact on traffic and 
congestion is realized through moving more people on campus. The only option to minimize 
this is to not develop more communities on campus. 

18. The Stadium should stay in Stadium Neighbourhood. That represents the best option to 
keep potential noise at events away from other already well established neighbourhoods as 
this area is sort of naturally situated in the isolated/remote location. Whoever will be 
moving to this neighbourhood housing will make this choice in full awareness of nearby 
source of potential noise. 

19. It will be difficult to achieve, but good luck 

20. We don’t need a stadium, just regular fields are sufficient. There is already a stadium in 
downtown vancouver, so UBC teams could just play there instead. 

 

Minimizing impact is certainly important. We should minimize the number of residences 
planned in the Stadium area. Low density housing is important, certainly nothing higher 
than the existing Hawthorn neighbourhood. 



21. In Europe the old cities were developed before cars so they use a central square for public 
events, like the stadium, and the surrounding areas were walkable all leading to the central 
area.  

 

Make room for the cars on the outside of the new neigbourhood by the perimeter (16th ave, 
marine drive) so the large traffic pulses for games do not come into the new community 
etc...  

22. Lower density would be desirable and suit the special environmental criteria that are 
important to UBC 

23. Stadium Noise from loud speakers should be pre- set as not  to exceed reasonable decibel 
levels. 

24. Again, more student, faculty and staff housing.  For the latter, there also needs to be more 
options for one-bedroom units, for single and two-person households.  Minimizing traffic is 
great, but one must also be prepared for the fact that cars will inevitably come through, and 
when they do, the area should be first and foremost safe for pedestrians and cyclists.  
Cyclists especially, as the campus is quite large and a large proportion of people living in 
South Campus ride their bikes to school or work.  Dedicated cycling paths would be ideal.  
Adequate retail is also important and will help contribute to the livability.  As an example: I 
already drive off campus to get groceries, as the Wesbrook Save on Foods is consistently 
chaotic at all hours of the day.  If more people move to campus and adequate grocery/retail 
is not implemented, this problem is only going to get worse. 

25. Adequate consultation with Botanical Garden as a neighbour. 

26. I would say that UBC has done a reasonable job in telling people about their plans and 
engaging the broader community in consultation.  However, what UBC seems to dismiss is 
the fact that no one outside of UBC's administration actually wants a "Stadium 
Neighbourhood" - UNLESS this neighbourhood is dedicated to providing AFFORDABLE 
housing for staff and faculty. 

27. Keep the density of Stadium Neighborhood lower than Wesbrook Place. The UBC density 
mandate needs to be radically rethought. Currently, UBC is selling off its land to outsiders, 
while its employees cannot afford to live here. This is bad strategy and, furthermore, 
contravenes UBC's stated commitment to sustainability. Faculty and staff have to commute 
in to work from elsewhere, while residents in the market units mostly commute to 
elsewhere, or just displace UBC employees. I am quite clear that this is because of the lure of 
unrestricted funds. As David Eby put it, "UBC is shorting the housing market" by cashing in 
as quick as it can. In the process, it is making the campus more crowded and less livable 
than it need be. Restrict future housing developments to UBC faculty, staff, and students and 
fulfill their needs first. Accommodate all of them first, and don't crowd them out. The 
artificial density mandate will hurt UBC in the long run. 

28. Making sure that there are public spaces accessible to people who don't live there as well. 

29. Innovative architecture planning. Underground parking. Efficient diversion of car traffic 

30. Make the area accessible to students, and not just to the rich ones!!!  If it is already a high 
noise area, maybe you can move the frat houses there. 



31. If you are going to build a new stadium be sure that no noise can escape from it for any 
future events. 

32. allow residents mobility without reliance on automobiles, but ensure charging facilities for 
electric vehicles, incorporate transit access, cycling amenities including requiring each 
building to provide bicycle storage, ensure parking for all car share services such as Modo, 
Evo, Car2go 

33. Public Transit - accessibility to other parts of campus and downtown Vancouver. 

34. I certainly would believe emphasizing the role of the stadium for all neighbourhoods is 
critical. Moreover there is a strong need to ensure that the new neighbourhood is connected 
(without the use of vehicles) to the previous neighbourhoods and their amenities.  

35. it is already realized  

36. - Create a versatile and inviting street layout and improve the design realm of connecting 
streets 

- Lobby with TransLink to improve proximate service and improve transit facilities (bus 
shelters, signs) 

- Require consultation on major neighborhood plans that engages all UEL users 

37. Being a great neighbour means providing sufficient on campus housing for students so that 
you don't need to lobby the rest of the province for adequate 'transit'.  If more students 
could live on campus, they would not need to drive or commute. 

38. Listen. Truly embrace these words. Little evidence of this the last decade. 

39. Ensure a large "family friendly" residential component ( 3 & 4 bedroom units in close 
proximity to the High School). 

40. have an open and transparent process and take the non-economic voices into account and 
value them as much as the economic narrative. 

41. Less density  

42. Make sure the Stadium neighborhood road access is toward 16th Avenue and does not add 
extra traffic to Hawthorn Place 

43. The stadium position, orientation and architecture should focus on noise reduction and 
direction away from housing. The current position, orientation and architecture is ideal and 
should be replicated. Currently, noise is directed shouts and west where there are no 
residences. This should be kept in the new design. The stadium should remain where it is, 
not be placed closer to East Mall. 

44. 1) Here more of the bus lines stop near Stadium neighbourhood or create a new line. 

2) Here a corner store, coffee shop and/or restaurant as a public gathering space. For 
example, the heavier traffic around University Village increases safety because there are 
usually other people around. 

45. Plan transit that integrates into neighbourhood right from beginning. 

46. The rather European concept of open, accessible and functional  public spaces should be 
promoted, and not just in each neighbourhood.  The neighbourhoods have been designed to 
be discrete entities, in some ways silos.  Not unattractive but neither are they welcoming to 



those outside the boundaries of the neighbourhoods.  The public spaces should include 
small scale recreational activities, places to sit and congregate and select commercial 
establishments.  Coffee shops and places to have a beer or a glass of wine come immediately 
to mind. 

47. By ensuring that the consultation is not an empty exercise, but that the concerns of 
residents are actually listened to. 

48. Prioritize the needs of the neighbours, during the construction phase and also long term. 

49. Keep noise to a minimum.  How does one do this?  Construction noise, traffic noise, student 
late night parties.  We have commercial activities at Wesbrook, this is not required at 
Stadium.   Do not increase concert activiyt in the stadium.  To meat financial objectives by 
UBC will this change?  Neighbours are concerned .  Green space is very important.  
Wesbrook lost sight having green space.  ie  the new building that Shopper Drugs moved 
into is very poorly designed as it closes every building around it in. 

50. Careful meshing with surrounding build areas. 

51. Include community gathering places like parks or something to bring community together.  

52. Organize more interrelated ethnic group involvement 

53. Moving closer to higher density housing when people bought for the existing quiet and 
ambiance of the neighborhood would NOT realize the principles stayed 

54. As above 

55. Really engaging with current neighbors and listening to our concerns about increased 
density, noise and traffic. My family would be really sad if the green space by the community 
gardens were to be lost. 

56. Listening to the residents' voices. 

57. Ensure separation from student partying environments from family/professional residents. 

58. No. 

59. Build where the stadium is now and include the facility there.   

60. Traffic calming techniques that are unobtrusive, such as curved and narrower streets that 
force drivers to slow down. It is important for us all to feel like a community and creating 
natural feeling pathways between neighbourhoods is vital for this. 

61. To encourage meaningful dialogue.  I've been looking at the C and CP annual reports online 
and am shocked how the summaries highlight high levels of engagement, but when one 
looks at the number of people engaged at these various events, online consultation etc the 
numbers are extremely low and missing much meaningful consultation with various 
populations in the neighbourhoods and across campus. 

Principle 3: Achieve a complete campus community- Is anything missing from this 

principle? 

# Response 

1. I feel the university should focus on learning/teaching not on sports. 



2. This principle should also emphasize the importance of transit. A complete community at 
UBC cannot form without firm connections with the rest of Metro Vancouver. 

3. Sounds like this is a primarily athletically-geared residence, which is ok except that it won't 
tie into the broader community much because not everyone is keen on athletics.  it will be 
important to not focus too much on this otherwise greater tie-in to the community will be 
lost. 

4. Again, the principle is anodyne, but the bullet points that purport to unpack it are 
objectionable. The 'fostering of varsity excellence' is a poor way to 'create opportunities for 
social engagement'.  UBC is not, and should not try to become, a school at which social 
engagement is focused on sport. 

5. There does not appear to be much mention of diversity beyond the summary of the 
Principle.  There was a discussion in a meeting I was in today regarding making available 
space for Muslim students and employees to pray.  It struck me that the same type of fund 
raising and goal of creating a sense of community that led to the creation of the First 
Nations Longhouse, could also potentially lead to the development of a temple style 
building, if there is enough demand.  

6. The UBC subway needs THREE STOPS  

One at current busloop 

One in mid campus say near Old Barn  

One in South Campus 

 

Public transit based on slow wobbly busses not good enough 

7. The stadium is important if you are going to actually used to host events, multicultural 
activities, access to students, youth opportunities and so forth...otherwise the only purpose 
of this space seems to be pandering to one big university donor and his football goals.  

8. a stadium should also engage the community outside of UBC, and can be a great destination 
for varsity sport, fitness, community events, etc. 

9. The third dot has little to do with the other two.  Don't mix apples and oranges.  The new 
stadium will NOT enhance the well-being of most of the neighbourhoods, quite the reverse.  
If you want to put a principle in with regard to sports, keep it separate.  The complete 
campus community includes old people. 

10. Frankly, all of this is very vague but sounds good.  It is hard to comment on something this 
amorphous.  Do you actually have a proposed plan which is the subject of discussion?  If so, I 
would appreciate it if you could send a copy to my email address bbvfans@hotmail.com   A 
link to the plan would suffice.  I have not been able to find one. 

11. Cars, people still have cars , many families live here not just students . I sell to faculty that 
have many children but find it hard to afford these homes. 

12. this is a more meaningful principle. But again, as with all the principles there is as of yet 
nothing in them to determine if in fact they have any meaningful purchase, if they have 
sticking power. 



13. The statement about the stadium is vague. It also lacks any obvious connection to the 
residential areas. In particular, there is insufficient comment about the negative potential of 
large-scale, large-noise events that could be hosted by the stadium, not including varsity 
sports or Whitecaps activities. 

14. parking near the new stadium important.  The Thunderbird Parkade is a long walk, 
especially for seniors 

15. Not every neighbourhood needs to be complete, the features of a new neighborhood should 
be based on the priorities of the UBC communities. 

16. Faculty usually want to own property which is something that won't be possible with these 
neighborhoods on UBC campus. Students want affordability. Students currently live 45 
minutes away from campus to be able to afford it. 

17. You are mixing separate issues into one principle, and some people may have differing 
opinions on the points. Specifically, I think that the first two are important (emenities), but 
we certainly don’t need a new stadium for the community well-being.  This is a waste of 
money, and certainly doesn’t improve our neighbourhood. 

18. If "university talent" is so oblivious to the unique character of this campus, maybe they're 
not as smart as they seem on the surface 

[beside "Create new spaces" underlined] recreate, refurbish old spaces 

[beside "Ensure that daily..."] -help make walking pleasant and possible -stop paving 
everything 

19. The bicyclists and pedestrians have a difficult time with the roundabout at Westbrook 
village entrance. It is so unsafe. 

20. I disagree with this principle.  A new football stadium is not going to maximize 
opportunities for social interaction and community building, and improve quality of life.  It 
is ridiculous to suggest this.  Also, the current football stadium is hardly a long walk for 
people who live in the most populated parts of campus.  Building a new stadium beside the 
current location hardly rectifies this imagined problem.  Finally, a new stadium has zero 
relevance for fostering varsity excellence, enhancing the campus experience, and 
supporting student and community well-being.  Seriously, who would think this to be true? 

21. Keep the "amenities" in Wesbrook Village". Don't spread them north of 16th Ave. 

22. C+CP keeps claiming that it wants a diverse and mixed campus. But in reality, UBC policy is 
encouraging homogeneity--only the single social class of the global rich can afford to live 
here now. Professors and staff are second-class citizens--renters and tenants with no 
prospect of settling down and making UBC home. This needs to change. Non-UBC people 
should be a minority in university neighborhoods; in Wesbrook Place they are the majority. 

23. Nothing seems to be missing, but is this community being built for folks who study and 
work on campus?  It would be interesting to see some stats on what proportion of 
households in current neighbourhoods belong to UBC students, staff, and faculty, and how 
many to non-affiliates of UBC.   

24. schooling will be an issue in the next few years. More people living on campus = increasing 
demand for schooling. CCP and VSB should be talking already about the next elementary 
school and how the one secondary school will be able to accommodate all residents! 



25. What about the interim?  How will current residents cope with the noise and dirt from 
construction? 

26. What the heck is "Varsity excellence" !?! 

27. If you sell off units to people who aren't part of the UBC community, you are driving away 
people who actually need to live here. Those people then need to (literally) drive in to get to 
work, making the air quality worse.  

So, if this principle is for real, then the new units should be maintained in the UBC 
community, indefinitely. You can do this by requiring that sales stay in the community, and 
rentals stay in the community. UC-Irvine has a model of such a highly successful 
neighbourhood (which in turn has made it a highly successful university, much better 
ranked than it would otherwise be).  

28. More transit please! More bike trails please!  

29. it is contradict with previous principle 

30. Do you are going to build a new stadium? Why? 

31. affordability so faculty can own not rent 

32. UBC has made a financial and moral decision to invite residents to purchase properties and 
to live on campus. In doing so, the university has taken on a large responsibility to 
maintaining the quality of life and financial value of these residences. I think these 
principles out way 'close walking distance' of a stadium to the centre of campus, since a 
closer stadium would severely impact noise on current residences.  

33. A complete campus HAS TO include natural spaces- no mention of this. 

34. By all means do the above but that just gets people there.  Then you must be something to 
make them want to stay and interact. 

35. Yes:  Why are we focused on football when all research shows CTE is a significant issue?  
How does this promote health and wellbeing for our students and how does it provide a real 
role model for youth in the community?  Football is also the only major varsity sport that 
does not have a women's team.   

36. No 

37. Community building is important, I don't value sports as much though 

38. Bus service both to metro Vancouver and within campus needs better promotion - translink 
should provide on website a clear service linking campus routes.   

Information for campus residents is very scarce now so it makes access to transit on 
campus difficult - can something be more easily accessible and made available to residents  
at the UNA office or online? 

39. I walk as much as possible around campus, but due to a handicap, I need to have access to 
my vehicle. Making sure that vehicle access is not impeded is important. 

40. This is just more time-wasting BS.  More motherhood kind of options, cleverly designed to 
look like a poll 

41. I am not sure that a stadium is needed. 



42. Varsity excellence? Is this the Big Ten conference? How will two bedroom apartments 
selling for a million dollars improve quality of life? 

43. Velodrome 

44. I would add to maximize the use of the new stadium. Too often enormous arenas and 
facilities are built but are largely unused. Make these spaces available for community use or 
groups from off campus. 

45. Transit is so important and the location of transit very important.  Pedestrian, bike as well.  
However, when looking at the parkades around campus, looking at the neighbourhoods, 
cars street parking let's be real here.  There is no shortage on need for vehicles.  We can't 
create roads that are so narrow it becomes a hazard for cyclists, pedestrians etc like in 
Wesbrook Village.  I know we want to promote this type of commute, but hey lots of families 
are going to want to live here they need at least a car, UBC is far away from everything 
relatively speaking so some practicality around this would be appreciated. 

Principle 3: Achieve a complete campus community- How could this principle be 

realized in Stadium Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Ensure buildings in the community are close to transit nodes ( 

2. I think that there is possibly an opportunity to invite large scale donations to be put 
towards the goal of building a multi-purpose building or temple of sorts.  This would 
increase diversity, raise UBC's profile as a welcoming space for all students, it would 
support the health and growth of our community and attract both student and employee 
talent.  It has the potential to increase the Endowment through large donations being made 
towards accomplishing this goal.  I would envision the building to be a multi-purpose 
building serving to support faculty staff and students by providing a prayer space, as well as 
study space, tutoring maybe, and also perhaps room could be included for intercultural 
communication and other types of workshops for the rest of the campus community.  

3. Bike lanes, remove roundabouts. 

4. Needs bridge to S Campus 

5. Keep the stadium accessible  

6. High-quality athletic facilities are great for varsity athletes, but we should also foster 
opportunities for amateurs to have opportunities to stay active. Having some access to 
varsity facilities would be a great way to connect the community and create socialization 
spaces 

7. a few highrises with view into stadium .. so buyers know that there will be noise once in a 
while 

8. Put in a free shuttle around campus.  Do a better job of advertising the many cultural and 
intellectual events around campus to the neighbourhood population.  VERY FEW residents 
benefit from having a stadium in their midst; on the contrary, it is a safety hazard and noise 
pollutant.  Put the stadium closer to other sports facilities.  It could have been built closer to 
other sports facilities; instead, you put student housing there. 



9. Create safe and accessible pathways throughout the campus for pedestrians and bicyclists.   

Children should be able to safely bike to the schools on campus. 

10. There is a lot of these services already in Wesbrook Village so not sure that needs to be built 
in stadium neighbourhood. 

11. Woodframe homes that could be priced in the range this community could purchase 

12. Develop and publicize a plan to deal with event parking that protects the neighbourhoods. 

13. provide parking near the stadium 

14. stop building more!! 

15. Affordable housing. 

16. The UBC neighbourhood lacks restaurants who cater to non-students. 

17. This neighbourhood may represent a reasonably good location for more retail shops on 
campus. London Drugs may be one of big players co come here. 

18. Do not build a new stadium. Either leave the old one as-is, or get rid of it. We have lots of 
other sports opportunities. 

Having things like coffee shops, another community centre, would be good. 

19. Need better amenities, but please no more franchises. Let's get more businesses like Dough 
Girls, locally owned and run. It would also be great to start building neighbourhoods with 
bike paths separated from traffic, especially for the kids. We want to encourage riding to 
school, but drivers in many neighbourhoods forget that families live here and it is 
dangerous for kids to ride in traffic especially during the morning rush.  

20. Strong communities need people to live and be there every day.  

Ensure all residents live and work in the neighbourhood. 

Foreign ownership has had a negative impact on the westside of Vancouver.  

This new community is an opportunity to reverse the trend of empty homes and provide 
working families a place to raise families on the westside. 

21. You need lower density and a natural wildness integrated into campus. 

22. Again, more student, faculty and staff housing.  Developments that consist of people with a 
direct connection to the university are much more vibrant and more readily create a 
community of trust and common interest.  People who live and work/study at UBC feel 
more connected to the University and are more likely to respect, appreciate, and contribute 
to university spaces and communities.  Stadium neighbourhood also needs amenities to 
support the population, such as grocery stores and food options. 

23. By ensuring that all spaces are wheelchair friendly and meet the diverse needs of those with 
accessibility concerns 

By ensuring that there are options in terms of services and amenities that promote health 

By ensuring that the services and amenities provided are at reasonable costs to those who 
receive/participate in these. I am constantly surprised by how much students need to pay 



for basic (what I think is basic) rights to water and clean living (work out classes gym 
access, fitness access, pool, etc.) 

24. Make affordable ownership housing for faculty the #1 priority. Make affordable housing for 
staff the #2 priority. Do not make Stadium a student housing neighborhood. Keep them on 
East Campus or near the bus loop. Employees do need some physical space and some down 
time. Only after faculty and staff needs are met should UBC consider market housing. 

25. I think the budget of the residents should be kept in mind when planning the community 
amenities. For example the area of Ponderosa Commons has harvest ar their grocery shop 
but since it is too expensive, most students who live there can't use this shop, thus the need 
for a grocery shop still remains unadressed. 

26. A 'playground' for adults with incline benches, exercise bars, push up benches, balance 
beams etc . 

The playground allows senior citizens and adults with grown kids to interact and exercise at 
the same time. 

If done probably, younger adults can do a circuit. This will fit into the athletic theme of the 
neighborhood.  

27. community centre with recreation opportunities, classroom space for academics and 
community events and adult education, affordable housing and on-site day care for families 

28. What about the interim?  How will current residents cope with the noise and dirt from 
construction? 

29. keep all units in the UBC community. will reduce commuting for all.  

30. Definitely, again, ensuring that no one needs to drive from their house just to the Save-On, 
but can easily access amenities nearby. Ensuring things like coffee shops and gift shops are 
localized within the neighbourhood to serve both the stadium and the community.  

31. leave it as is, no reconstructions needed  

32. - Design a wealth of flexible and openly-accessible community recreation and green spaces 

- Ensure the stadium has an inviting design that contributes to the landscape and fosters 
sport 

33. Make sure that all the people that live here are actually students or faculty.  KEEP OUT 
PRIVATE INVESTORS WHO LEAVE UNITS EMPTY OR INVESTORS WHO DO NOT HAVE TO 
LIVE AT UBC. 

34. Listen. Really. 

35. Ensure built environment and infrastructure can be serviced effectively and efficiently. 

36. offer affordable housing - small scale - with green space - to faculty so they can afford to buy 
on a faculty salary 

37. too small an area for what you want to crowd in  

38. Include affordable rental  spaces for meetings and workshops. Ensure residents, and not 
just UBC staff and students, have access to rent space, to create and advertise activities. 



39. I support the development of additional residences along with community centres, 
restaurants and bars that would enhance social interactions and community building. 

40. 1) Design new stadium to be excellent venue for sports and concerts but consider having a 
roof over it to contain light and noise. 

41. Daily services and a community centre are provided at Wesbrook Village.  These are not 
required at Stadium.  These are not provided at Hawthorn.  Wesbrook Villageis easy 
walking distance from anywhere on campus.  The stadium is being designed for varsity 
football.  Projected attendance of 10,00 plus per game is totally unrealistic.  Culture at UBC 
is changing and filed sports is not something that students are interested in as they are in 
eastern Canada or in the USA. 

42. Underground parking for both cars and bikes, would allow more built area. Having a grocer 
that could compete with save on foods would maybe help reduce prices and make goods 
more accescible. 

43. Any stadium we build should not be labelled "football stadium":  there is an opportunity 
here to create a varsity competition area that could host many events and many teams. The 
focus on football is a betrayal of the wider varsity program, and more importantly, of the 
longstanding idea that athletics at UBC has strong individual participation through our 
incredible intramurals program. The participation of individuals, not just varsity athletes, 
has long been supported by UBC and is now being drowned out by this obsession with 
football. 

44. See earlier comments 

45. It already is within walking distance on campus. If it isn't broken don't fix it applies. 

46. Return community bus service to Hampton Place so that senior people and disabled can 
remain in place. 

47. You know, I now think this "poll" was designed to thwart actual expression of opinion 

48. Safe and convenient walking and biking infrastructure. Encourage a variety of shops - both 
large grocery stores and pharmacies as in the South campus area - but also smaller bakeries, 
restaurants, pubs, clothing stores, book stores etc.  

49. No. 

50. Similar to the new facility being designed in Edmonton 
https://www.argyllvelodrome.com/indoor-velodrome-updates/  This opens the opertunity 
to host a universityad or even a commonwelth games in Vancouver 

51. See above. 

Principle 4: Use the site to shape the place- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. Re: Reflect this area's indigenous history and culture. How about returning the unceded 
land to the Musqueam Band? 

 



2. An non-nationalist sentiment perhaps. What is "school-spirit" on stolen land? Indigenous 
people are not a historical footnote, they are a part of the campus. Pay attention to language. 

3. Would be nice to see the centre of campus shift more towards this area, it's definitely 
further out but would be great to create another hub of sorts. 

4. The idea of using "the new stadium as a site of celebration and school spirit" sounds like a 
silly idea to me.  The spirit of the university, if it has one, should be a spirit of scholarship 
and education. It should be embodied in the library, not the stadium. 

5. The stadium should not be the central feature as UBC is an academic institution, not an 
entertainment centre.  

6. no need re indigenous history 

7. Indigenous heritage ? Who gives a F ? Most immigrants are appalled at the racial 
preferential treatment of perpetual handout seekers !! 

 

8. space buildings a bit further apart to limit neighbourhood noise stress. 

9. No Asian buyer cares about native history and neither do most residents and they are 
CERTAINLY not willing to pay extra 

10. Again, the third bullet is out of place.  The stadium is, and will continue to be a hazard for 
residents.  We came here for quiet, not for noise, a zillion cars and drunk people. 

11. Hard to argue with something which sounds as high-minded as this.   

12. "celebration" means no  "a piece of mind" any more! 

13. Why do we need a new stadium? It's hard enough to fill this one. My son played football 
here and I watch the games now and still not a huge crowd. Maybe soccer will bring in more 
so add seats to the sw area 

14. Given that this place has been turned into a gravel pit, peak, and field with a football 
stadium it is hard to see what natural and cultural features you are referring to.  The idea of 
school spirit is so high-school as to make any reasonable faculty member cry in anguish.  In 
terms of indigenous presence - that has been erased and would need to be reborn in site to 
bring it back.  There is also a problem with asking the general public about this.  While some 
may know to be supportive, many (if they even note it) may well not be attuned to the 
niceties and complexities of what is entailed respectfully reflecting Indigeneity. The way 
this is done is FIRST discussing with Musqueam, and then seeing which way to move.  
Otherwise you are not in fact being respectful. 

15. The final 2 bullets are p.r. patter only and have no basis in fact. There is no evidence that a 
stadium is useful for "community gathering" and not evidence of a request for same that 
would use a stadium. Secondly, this particular area has no particular indigenous history or 
culture beyond that for the entire campus. Statements that are include to be "politically 
correct," but that have no actual meaning don't help the process. 

16. disagree that the site should reflect  the area's indigenous history and culture 

17. Again, please remove the new stadium from this Principle.  It has nothing to do with “unique 
natural and cultural features”.  My answer above is only for the stadium part.  The other 
parts I agree with. 



 

This survey is extremely frustrating. 

18. how many people really enjoy the drinking, machismo, etc in a residential area? 

[check mark beside "Reflect this area's..."] Most Important 

19. There will be terrible traffic problems with your stadium area plans. 

20. Leave some areas alone... for quiet reflection.... 

21. Absolutely non-sensical principle.  The current stadium is already well-positioned, iconic in 
stature, and provides the most amazing views.  Fewer than 500 hundred people attend 
football games, and that will never change.  This is not America, and the demographic make-
up of UBC will ensure that football is never fully embraced.  To suggest that new stadium 
will be a site of celebration and school spirit, creating new spaces of community gathering 
and use reveals a complete disregard for reality. 

22. Have minimal noise, traffic and visual impact on the surrounding community. 

23. Please keep the Rhododendron forest, this a central element in our loved community.  Also, 
increased safty on the roads for our kids commuting to school is needed. Speed limits need 
to be reinforced as well as crossing lights at different points on East Mall so kids can cross 
safely. Cars don't stop at the cross walk!! 

24. Public transit - people need to get from one side of campus to the other, without walking.   

25. The current plan involves cutting down large trees 

26. I think more emphasis on indigenous participation in the process would be very helpful.  

27. This sounds very PC and unnecessary. 

28. - Ensure public views are exploited for enjoyment, not for monetary gain 

29. Money? 

30. the non human animals who presently live in this place as well as the fauna 

31. Maintaining forest spaces. 

32. Use natural features of the terrain to enhance experience and beauty, not only of the 
stadium, but of the residence buildings as well. 

33. How does football fit into this at all? 

34. No 

35. Nothing missing just want to emphasize how important the connection to Musqueam 
community is 

36. 1.Parking      2. access by campus transit so NW campus residents can get there by hopping 
on a campus bus    3.  Greenery   4.  Play and care space for infants and young children and 
young families 

37. I don't think that it is appropriate to  locate a stadium in a residential area. To foster school 
spirit it should be located closer to the heart of the campus and most accessible to students. 



38. A true understanding that part of what make UBC a unique destination is that it is an urban 
forest. I honestly don't care about maximizing public views, if that means that you are 
impacting the enjoyment of the majority. I am against a new stadium, as the current stadium 
is underutilized as it is. A new stadium is a huge cost that I don't believe needs to be 
undertaken. 

39. This whole list is ridiculous given what will be the end result. 

40. Nothing  

41. I think there should be meaningful representation of the indigenous history, but artwork etc 
is nice to show and remember, but can we try to do something more meaningful and 
impactful - not sure what that is but let's challenge ourselves to think of it. 

Principle 4: Use the site to shape the place- How could this principle be realized in 

Stadium Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Currently, when you're sitting in the stands, while the view is lovely, you have to look 
directly into the sun while it's setting during sporting events. This makes it hard to watch 
the game. If the new stadium could be reconfigured so that it is perpendicular (North/South 
direction) to the direction it faces now, then natural light would be still allowed to flow into 
the stadium while allowing spectators to watch the game.  

2. Leave forest in place 

Open space 

Medium density only 

3. space buildings a bit further apart to limit neighbourhood noise stress. 

4. I would love to see the retention and highlighting of some of the amazing natural wonders 
in the neighborhood. Also, reflecting the importance of the indigenous history and culture 
as embedded in the things we see and use every day (prints in the sidewalks, designs on the 
buildings, etc). 

5. Add a totem pole 

6. Do many, many noise studies. 

7. What do your planners say?   

8. Add seats, add a small commercial area for shopping and build a high low community like 
Newport village in Port Moody, on a smaller footprint 

9. don't incorporate anything about the indigenous 

10. Expand Rohododendron woods by making a garden directly south of it. 

 

Open the entrance to the Botanical Garden on the north end (there already is a gate but it is 
locked). 

 



11. Build more community gardens, community BBQ areas, the types of amenites that people 
use, rather than manicured gardens.  

12. I visited Italy this summer and two towns were examples of vibrant communities; Lucca and 
Sienna. Both were medieval walled cities that created a "safe" community within its walls. 
In Lucca the outer wall was a park, with a walking and cycling path around the perimeter 
which allowed people to move around easily. The town of Lucca had left its walls up at a 
time when other cities took them down.The result created an incredible heart inside the 
walled city with an amazing perimeter park. Biking and walking were preferred to cars and 
only two places allowed cars in. The other town Sienna, offered the most beautiful sunny 
open square, with cafes and patios all facing on a central clock tower. All the streets led to 
the main square and the people all too walks in the evening checking in on each other. 
Public art was at ground level with sculptures every block. 

It seems to me that the Stadium neighbourhood has an opportunity to create a 
neighbourhood with a central heart (the stadium) for cultural and celebratory events. 

13. Overly-increased density to this area will be dangerous for pedestrians and visitors. 

14. Build the Stadium away from residential areas...prevent noise complaints. 

15. If this is to be an area of celebration and school spirit, I cannot emphasis strongly enough 
that this needs to be an area mostly inhabited by students, faculty and staff.  Events can be 
loud at times, and you need a population that is going to be understanding of that.  A strong 
sense of place, belonging, and respect for indigenous culture and history is going to come 
from people who are directly affiliated with the university, as these are people who are 
really invested in UBC and have also learned that we are on unceded Musqueam territory.   

16. Adequate consultation with Botanical Garden. 

17. Really need to incorporate point 4 above into the architecture and landscape. 

18. what's going to be important in creating a strong sense of place is the place-making process 
the residents are going to experience. Making sure the memories they create in this space 
reflect UBC's inclusive vision is very important. Also while building a new space it's 
important that we keep in mind the storied landscape this is built on. Maybe one of the 
buildings in the neighbourhood can be designed like a longhouse, this way residents can 
spend time in this new space that has ancient roots tied to this land. For this to work I think 
it's better that this building is something that everyone will surely visit (a commonsblock 
for example) 

19. Same answer as the previous point.  

20. minimize high rise construction, instead focus on low/medium height, common spaces in 
and/or among the buildings indoors and outdoors, consider a cohousing community 

21. Public transit - people need to get from one side of campus to the other, without walking.   

22. Don't cut down more trees on campus. 

23. honestly, not a clue - it's been so long since I was there! 

24. no changes needed, it is good enough already 

25. - Ensure City of Vancouver-esque viewcone analysis 



- Embrace "weird" architecture that enhances view for the community, not just the few who 
can afford it 

 

26. Use the money for something other than a new stadium. 

27. taking the non human into account 

28. Make sure new Stadium is accessible for use and to promote residents' activities as well as 
those of UBC students and staff. Otherwise we residents, an increasing part of UBC 
population feel like second class citizens and unable to fully express our voice and 
contributions in community.  

29. by hiring a local designer/architect that understands and can represent indigenous history 
and culture 

30. Keep trees and forest spaces along W 16. 

31. 1) consult with Musqueam 

32. This is our place, our habitat.  

We need to incorporate its characteristics and strengths into our plans. Building should 
reflect the natural environment. 

33. Buildings should not be too high. Maybe around 10 floors at maximum. An interesting 
option would be to make the top floors of some buildings a mixture of study/lounge spaces 
with good view. If they have good enough view of the stadium, they could be made into 
special seats for the games, helping make extra profit (if that happens, some section should 
be left FREE to residents, and not having this option would certainly make people mad). 

34. See earlier comments 

35. Love these 

36. No. 

37. Progressing and forsite  

38. Let's make sure there's a dog park, I can't believe there isn't one for residents on campus 
yet - let's think practical! 

Principle 5: Create space for creativity and innovation- Is anything missing from this 

principle? 

# Response 

1. It's going to be hard to have people come to this area of the campus because, unless you 
work in athletics, your office is far away.  Even with some nice shops and places to sit, the 
area will be underutilized.  In addition, if it's underutilized the potential for more crime may 
be present due to the lack of people around. 

2. I do not think that learning is supported by the integration of academic and non-academic 
spaces.  It could instead be supported by the provision of adequate academic spaces. 

3. Flexibility.  



4. I think these are great principles for the entire university campus, but I am not sure that you 
have to realize them in every part of the campus.  Probably a better idea to ensure adequate 
means to allow people to get from one part of campus to the other without too much noise 
pollution.  Eg buses that generate huge amount of noise.  But not everyone is young or agile 
enough to get around by bicycle.   

5. Build think tanks , make a campus like the google campus, make us cool!!! Not lame like 
Wesbrook , put art studios in, don't make us so dense, look at the beautiful campus in 
California . The people buying in UBC are generally investors but we need community and 
this would bring us computer engineers plus other groups that we need in Canada  

6. I clicked not at all - not becuase I think creativity is misplaced, but becuase the reigning 
development/planning ideology on the subject has a limited and (in my opinion) misguided 
idea about innovation and creativity.  Why try to 'new ways" there are a lot of OLD WAYS 
that work to support learning and research and integrate academic and non-academic 
spaces. Drop the ideology of innovation and newness and just do some thing that is good 
and documented that it can work. 

7. These 3 bullets are simply silly. 

8. use UBC academic lands for learning, use SRN for residential 

9. What we need at UBC is community. The majority of people will never live on or near 
campus which means a significant number of the community commutes every day. That is 
the limiting factor for building community. UBC already has many facilities that are not fully 
utilized during the summer or in the evenings, usually because people go home and with 
poor transit it takes long to get home. Priority for UBC should be the fast transit connection 
before more people who are not university affiliated move on to campus, i.e. cap market 
housing entirely and restrict purchases of housing to UBC-affiliated parties. 

10. This principle is vague platitudes utterly lacking in specifics, and seems designed to create 
distrust of the whole process. 

11. undeveloped, natural space is the greatest boon to creativity 

12. Very high density high-rises which planned and put on boundaries of Garden and Farm will 
make a negative impact. 

13. We need places to build/ create. a wood shop that can be rented where people can bring 
their tools.  

 

14. I don't understand how the principle applies to a "stadium" neighbourhood. 

15. Parks, outdoor spaces where people can INTERACT. 

16. Public transit - people need to get from one side of campus to the other, without walking.   

17. Community spaces are critical.  

18. there is no sense in this principal, just set of words  

19. Too vague and meaningless. 

20. Create diverse and necessary amenities that support a productive and lively realm 



21. outdoor classroom that can be used free of charge for eco pedagogy 

22. The problem is that little has been done to implement these well-intentioned (I hope) 
words.  Those kinds of spaces just don't exist in any useable way. 

23. Not sure what workplace refers to. 

24. If any of the construction of the football stadium is labelled "academic" then we continue 
the farce of UBC as the "living lab." Name one of the supposed academic aspects of any of 
our new non-academic facilities that has been a _substantial_ contribution to intellectual 
activity? Call this what it is:  a stadium. 

25. No 

26. Much talk - almost no concrete ideas suggested.  What will you actually build and provide? 

27. We are talking about a stadium here, not a library or a student centre. 

28. This will be another playground for 20 year olds driving Ferrari's. 

29. See previous 

30. Good thoughts! 

Principle 5: Create space for creativity and innovation- How could this principle be 

realized in Stadium Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Add more classroom capacity so that more classes can be offered, more students can be 
admitted. 

2. keep stadium and keep forests there. no homes anymore. Use for emergency 

3. The space should not be created out of one plan, but allow for future adaptations to 
technology, demographics, cultural trends. 

4. Integrating research on sport and varsity athletics seems to be a natural fit.  

5. Mixed use OK . so first floor commercial 2nd to 5th floor academic or office .. then 6 to 65 is 
residential 

6. This is great.  But be careful.  A lot of spaces that are built for "collaboration" end up being 
spaces no one wants to be in.  Study many spaces built for this purpose to uncover best 
practices and what was just an architect's wishful thinking. 

7. flexibility is important as it is hard to predict the future 

8. put emphasis on residential 

9. All these are just justifications to build!! 

10. Perhaps create space for start-up companies to operate. This would provide the innovation 
that links the university research to public impact including non-university employees. 

 

11. In neighbourhoods where many of us live in small spaces, having access to good shared 
space - a maker space, a shed with carpentry and bike tools, a communal BBQ area, more 



community gardens (the current wait is 3 years), a wilderness playground for kids with 
trees to climb and swings hung on tree trunks.  

12. Filling the spaces without major traffic changes will be disastrous. If is more important to 
study a scaled back plan. 

13. I think this is a positive principle, but that it is mostly met by other areas of campus. 

14. Workspaces that include space like the hack space - where you can build projects that 
would normally need  workshop 

15. Retaining forested greenspace as a living lab / learning site. 

16. Given our age of technology, need to create areas that allow for social interaction and 
opportunities for people to by alongside of one another 

17. It's a university. Creativity and innovation is our business. 

18. Employee housing should be the priority. This should not be a work space. 

19. A building consacrated just for study/work space will adress UBC's big need of both 
collaborative and creative study space. I'm imagining a building that has a variety of 
different rooms and spaces for different types of work people are trying to do. There is a 
need for easily accessible studio space. It's really difficult for students who live in 
residences create art work without worrying about damageing residence property. In this 
study space there can be a couple of rooms where getting a litle paint on the table is 
tolorated. These rooms can be substitudes of a studio space. It will be enough for UBC 
students enrolled in VISA programs or other studies that required hands on work.  For 
other types of studying; There can be rooms for group works, with whiteboards, changable 
table arrangements, etc. More solitary work can be done in a separate room where maybe 
some cubicle's can be placed. Not everyone is working with pens and papers. So this new 
space should find a way to encorporate all different kinds of studying and work that is 
required of UBC students. 

20. common dining space similar to Open Kitchen, graduate student housing for singles and 
families, classroom and academic space 

21. Public transit - people need to get from one side of campus to the other, without walking.   

22. I think there needs to be a strong emphasis, particularly around the stadium, on community 
spaces and places were people can gather and work, study, or play. Park space, green space, 
sitting areas and more functional areas are all important uses of this area.  

23. n/a  

24. Why does this stadium need any work at all? 

25. - Create an abundance of "third space" places to foster community engagement with 
productivity 

- Create amenities that support all-day productivity 

26. incorporate natural spaces for learning not just lawn that has to be seeded, watered, and 
mowed - that is not green and that is not nature 

27. Walking streets, easy accessibility to academic and retail space 



28. Top floor lounges. Open ground spaces that allow for interaction and events. 

29. See earlier comments 

30. Too much concern about attracting other academics from elsewhere to join UBC - take car 
of your own BC students and residents first! 

31. Remember it rains here a lot - indoor/outdoor is important but covered spaces are key. 

Principle 6: Support affordable living- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. Will the plan increase affordable housing for students? 

2. Maximize housing available to all, not just the University community. Access to the 
University by people who may need affordable housing requires better transit.  

3. Only allow people active in the UBC community to buy or rent units in this area -- zero 
investors, ever!! 

Also, market and sell at lower rates to support this concept, and ensure people commit to 
living there for many years.  There should be no profit allowed from living in university 
neighborhoods. 

4. Affordability means subsidies. Living in Vancouver is expensive. This is an aspiration for 
marketing purposes only. 

5. Yes. Do not reduce construction quality.  

6. this conflicts with livability and greenspace and community 

 

highrises are NOT great community building structures ! 

7. Yes, missing is the addition of A LOT OF NEW PARKING.  You are dreaming in technicolour if 
you think people are about to stop using cars just because you don't give them a place to 
park.  

8. Make sure to consider families....with multiple kids. Who do not want to live in a 2 bedroom 
space. Developers need to look at larger suites, but with less extravagant finishes to make it 
more affordable.  

9. Too  vague for me.  Limited parking will not work unless you have an excellent 
transportation system within and outside campus.  And, so far, I think that should be a 
priority.  People of all ages, shapes, sizes and abilities should be able to get to, from and 
travel within the campus with ease.  

10. We need parking! If you actually live here you would understand that. Young and old live 
here, families and singles 

11. This is the most practical, reasonable, and doable principle that you have come up with.  It 
should be number 1. 

12. These would be important if they were done. The reality is that UBC developments cater to 
a an audience with high economic resources and little effort is made to develop 



communities that reflect a mix of social groupings. This is particularly true of bullet 2 since 
the nature of development is to maximize profit for UBC and for private developers.  

13. suspect that C+CP final plan will try to maximize revenue, which will put emphasis on 
market housing vs affordable housing for faculty and staff 

14. I don't think housing at UBC is a cost-recovery project, i.e. instead it makes money to 
support development of research facilities. At some stage UBC may have to realize that 
housing will become a cost factor rather than an income source when housing will have to 
be heavily subsidized to attract students, staff and faculty to come to UBC. 

15. introduce policy that ensures housing costs maintain their affordability for years to come by 
avoiding costs that result in land appraisal. 

increase transparency of housing costs - why is it so overwhelmingly expensive for 
STUDENTS to live on campus in the first place?  

16. Directly subsidize faculty to live on campus through significant cash contributions to faculty 
buying on campus, with no repayment of any kind expected.   

17. How do you define “university community”?  Foreign buyers included?  I would hope the 
definition is focused on people who work for the university (especially professors). 

18. [in first point "university community" is crossed out and beside is written] Why just this 
community? 

[underneath list] Why not use some of our ubc space for temporary modular housing to 
ease the downtown crisis. 

19. Yes provide housing -- but only to a certain extent. When will you draw the line to what is 
appropriate for the environment.  

20. Where will the new community park..will transit system improve to accommodate the new 
neighbourhood. 

21. UBC needs affordable housing for students, staff, and faculty - not more rich people who do 
not actually live in their homes or who choose not to integrate into the community.  UBC has 
done a terrible job at providing affordable housing.  Provide people with appropriate homes 
for families that are affordable to rent and you will find that UBC will be a place that people 
will want to come to and stay. 

22. Yes: faculty housing should come first, and family-sized units should come first. 3 br and 4 
br and townhomes are in acutely short supply, and UBC should remedy this. 

23. Not sure how this can be dealt with here at UBC. This is a global issue. 

24. Public transit - kids need to be able to get to the local school - it is too far for little ones to 
walk, and parents shouldn't have to drive. 

25. With an extremely poor transit system and limited parking for visitors and residents this is 
a recipe for friction between neighbours. Not everyone has the ability to walk or to cycle to 
places. 

26. Affordability shouldn't mean cheap, sub-par, or cramped. Affordability should not assume 1 
or 2 children families.  



27. Faculty are leaving UBC, and leaving campus. Commit to co-development units so faculty 
can live where they work. Currently, you only have 20% of units earmarked for rentals, no 
plan for for-sale units for faculty.  

28. Focus on developing more housing specifically for students 

29. Ensuring that housing is affordable for students - I understand that accessibility to all 
members of the university community touches upon this, but I don't think it gets close 
enough. 

30. how does it collaborate with Stadium neighbourhood?! 

31. - Create an abundance of affordable rental to create a place students and faculty can 
comfortably reside in 

- Reduce the influence on upper-tier housing 

32. Sounds like only tenure track faculty and tenured faculty matter 

33. Vehicle parking will be required. 

34. affordability 

35. less density and overcrowding 

36. A definition of 'maximise'. What are the constraints on 'maximising'? In my view, the 
housing should not just be 'available' to the University community, it should be restricted to 
those in the University community - and 'University community' should mean those that 
actually work at the University and their direct families. 

37. Yes.  There was a two-tiered housing system at UBC. "Coop" housing, which essentially was 
subsidized housing for faculty or staff, and market housing for everybody else. If you are 
going to provide affordable living then you ought to provide it to the greater community. 
You might want to introduce an affordable family housing lottery, which has been 
implemented for those living in Whistler, B.C. 

38. Not sure what references to structures are?  More information required 

39. However:  do NOT use money from the development to fund a football stadium.  Housing 
should be a priority for this funding. After that, academic infrastructure, which has suffered 
from neglect by the Board. 

40. No 

41. I think the shared amenities - especially an event room in each building, and a space that out 
of town guests could stay - would be such valuable additions to campus housing.  

42. What is a fair and sustainable scheme for all, so that tax payers should not bear the brunt?   

More surveys, census and careful planning needed as principles of growth, supply, demand, 
equity must be all taken into consideration before concrete steps and action will be taken.  
We do not see statistics shown to us enough, i.e. policies not transparent enough to the 
public - we would like tax-payers' money carefully spent - we are not in a race to try to 
match up to goals set only by academia. 

 



43. Without a proper consultation of current residents and their need for a personal 
automobile, I don't think you can consider limited parking. Wood frame is great, but need to 
ensure that for shared building, that soundproofing is adequate. 

44. Ensuring that construction of housing is of high quality to last at least 80-100 years, rather 
than the false economy of quick, cheap construction with too much glass on the curtain 
walls.   

45. If the university actually realized there is no university without faculty and then it would 
probably prioritize faculty housing rather than selling off land and building sports 
complexes. 

46. build community  

47. Excellent thoughts! 

Principle 6: Support affordable living- How could this principle be realized in Stadium 

Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Not too much private housing but increase housing for staff and students 

2. Subsidize housing for staff and students. Do not use wood frame as this lowers quality of life 
through noise transmission. Do not build luxury housing and expropriate existing luxury 
housing. 

3. students are poor and unhealthy here 

4. This is by far the most important principle. It's hard to appreciate the others when you can't 
afford to live somewhere appropriate to your family size. 

5. It won't  

6. Promote long-term quality and flexibility not short-term return. 

7. Access to transit and carshare would be important. It would also be great to see really 
mixed-use buildings, with housing of all different types in one building to encourage the 
interactions between different members of the community 

8. lower density 

9. At the same time, improve public transit and put in a free shuttle around campus.  One of 
the reasons people use their cars is that it takes as long to get to the Loop (walking, the 
little, infrequent buses) as it does to drive downtown.  And at the moment, buses to and 
from the University are too full to even contemplate leaving one's car at home. 

10. Maybe that's a way to strike a balance with this neighbourhood.   Although it might be a bit 
less desirable because of the noice, traffic and action, maybe that's the rationale for making 
this neighbourhood more affordable. 

11. yes all members not just faculty 

Also let's be bold as we are a university--coop housing, subsidized housing, supportive 
housing for disabled and marginalized. 

12. Low rise wood frame community amenities 



13. quality of life will be certainly reduced for the surrounding neighborhoods while you build! 

14. The university should provide >$100K in cash to any faculty member purchasing on-
campus property, with no strings attached, and make this retroactive to 2010. 

15. Campus housing affordability is extremely important issue. It is hard to believe that 
construction costs here are very different from BC rural places, where housing is waaay 
cheaper than in UBC. I believe the main driving term for the housing prices is the land price. 
And I am sure UBC is in power to control its land leasing charges for the housing 
development. I believe, one just need to develop a smart scheme of subsidizing the lease 
portion of the housing cost that should be fair, sustainable and flexible for adjustments in 
the future. I hope there are precedents in other places comparable to UBC, where this issue 
has been mitigated. Also, I believe, there is room for engaging Vancouver government into 
developing a program for creating affordable living to attract talents to Vancouver and 
foster of growing a high tech hub in the region. 

16. ALL housing was designed to UBC employees, rather than open market. We have enough 
open market housing, and it isn’t working. For example, 6333 Larkin Drive is an open 
market housing building. Only 2 professors live in the building, out of about 55 units. Clearly 
this building is not maximizing the amount of housing accessible to members of the 
university. 

17. This is really critical. More faculty and staff co-development would be great, or truly below-
market affordable housing units, maybe limited to people who have already lived on 
campus for 5 years? Something to acknowledge all the people who live here but don't think 
they could ever afford to buy. We also need to build more townhouses, not the 3 storey 
super-expensive ones, but stacked townhouses with doors opening directly outside, on 
courtyards where kids can play. I know this is not the best way to make money for the 
endowment, but by building expensive units, the demographic is skewed toward the very 
wealthy, and not always people who want to invest in building community 

18. The real estate in Vancouver has driven people farther and farther east. Young families are 
leaving the lower mainland. 

The opportunity exists to provide affordable housing to university community members 
allowing them to live and work in the same area.  

The priority for this housing to provide locals with places to live is the most important 
principle. 

19. The size of this development is going to bring an unsafe, unpleasant and stressful place to 
reside. 

20. Low rise Condos 

21. Primarily housing for students, faculty and staff.  B&B or hotel for visiting academics and 
scholars.  Not sure limited parking is the best idea -- at least for faculty and staff it would be 
good to have adequate underground parking in buildings because many of us may have to 
use cars to go to offsite meetings or drive elsewhere in the Lower Mainland.  Housing 
should also be affordable and provide options for single or two-person households.  Most 
units in F/S housing are at least two bedrooms.  Also noteworthy is the fact that housing is 
still rather expensive for unionized staff.  It seems unfair to deny hardworking clerical and 
tradespeople the opportunity to live on campus because they cannot afford it, even though 



they are integral to the functioning of the university.  As a management-level staff member, I 
still find rent prices to be quite high. 

22. I've given up on affordable housing at UBC. 

23. The fact remains that the UEL is situated in one of the most unaffordable area of Metro 
Vancouver. Any more amount of "housing" is simply going to fuel the real estate market, 
unless the plan is to build homes that are strictly available to students, staff, and faculty 
only, and are not allowed for general rental nor sale. 

24. Reduce properties being flipped early and often by developers. 

25. build affordable ownership townhomes for faculty families! we've been calling for this for 
years, but UBC has not come up with a viable plan. Stadium should be a showcase of UBC's 
commitment to both current and future faculty families. Their needs should come first, not 
least because their affordability crunch is most acute and to promote work-life balance. The 
more one commutes, the less one sees one's kids. 

26. building simpler residences with lower prices. You don't need all the fancy things Orchard 
Commons offers, but you need some place you can live in and afford. 

27. This area is too small to achieve so many aims.  

28. human-scale housing, common recreation facilities, graduate student housing 

29. Public transit - kids need to be able to get to the local school - it is too far for little ones to 
walk, and parents shouldn't have to drive. 

30. When I read things like  "wood frame and limited parking," all I can think is that UBC wants 
to find ways to maximize profits to developers and UBC. How many VPs, Deans and 
members of the Board of Directors (the people that decide these things) have to put their 
kids 3 to a room and make due with 1 (or no) parking space like I am expected to do.  

31. Have student designated housing. Focus on developing more housing specifically for 
students 

32. Housing that is specifically set aside for specific types of university community members.  

33. it could not be realized.  

34. - No luxury condos/homes as they are completely inappropriate for a university campus to 
have (considering the relatively low financial standing of the average student) 

- Create an abundance of rental units that are competitive with both UBC student housing 
rates and Metro Vancouver market rates 

- Use a mixture of mid-density developments 

- Establish market price regulations to prevent speculation and empty residences 

35. KEEP OUT PRIVATE INVESTORS.  LET THESE PROPERTIES BE UBC MANAGED RESIDENCES 
FOR STUDENTS. 

36. Realize that the university needs more than faculty to make it run  

37. faculty want to own a home not rent at exorbitant rates 

38. Less density 



39. If there's going to be a new  and bigger Stadium it needs parking - preferably underground 
and/or increased community Translink shuttle service. 

40. Restrict some housing for UBC facility and staff. 

41. Do NOT build a bunch of luxury condos- that is a waste of resources. Lets use our resources 
wisely and build modest dwellings that are by nature more affordable 

42. A definition of 'maximise'. What are the constraints on 'maximising'? In my view, the 
housing should not just be 'available' to the University community, it should be restricted to 
those in the University community - and 'University community' should mean those that 
actually work at the University and their direct families. 

43. Smaller units with bigger communal kitchens can be a way to reduce used space. Maybe 
have a system that is a mix of Orchard/Totem with Ponderosa/Marine Drive. 

44. See earlier comments 

45. Should have done this in Wesbrook!,, not in the garden and stadium area! Profit seemed to 
be more important to university properties than rental or student housing. 

46. Make sure the neighbourhood consists of a mix of smaller and larger housing for different 
needs, but avoid luxury housing. UBC is growing and on-campus housing should be 
prioritized over luxury apartments for people that are not working or studying on campus.  

Also, maybe add rooms that are for common use for a smaller fee, e.g. a room for hosting 
parties and a guest room for overseas visitors for shorter periods of time.  

47. Yes, if you focus on high quality construction, with a goal of affordable living.   

48. limit the amout of outside investment. I live in the Laureates now and more than 1/2 of the 
building is vacant due to foreign buyers. 

49. It's a great thought - I've seen no evidence of this being reality.  We are building sustainable 
buildings through the REAP program etc. unfortunately looking at the submitted reports 
from the buildings on campus - they are just picking the absolute cheapest items to meet 
their REAP standards it's sad to see and disappointing UBC isn't promoting more 
sustainability that will be long lasting.  Wood frame buildings are great but require more 
maintenance and that just gets turned back on to the owners later.  Parking should not be 
limited, not practical, UBC is on a point with not great public transportation, lots of people 
living in units, everyone needs a car let's not pretend this isn't happening and make sure we 
build appropriate supports for vehicles while promoting more sustainable modes of 
transportation, cycling, pedestrian trails etc. 

Principle 7: Enhance the local ecology- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. How about leaving the land in its natural (as of now) state? 

2. Net zero or even net positive is crucial, as well as creative green spaces, eliminate straight 
lines in design. 

3. It would be good if some of the habitats that have compromised by the recent developments 
were restored.  "Connections with nature" are not maximized by making the pacific spirit 
park a busier place. 



4. Concrete buildings are now green ? 

5. This is excellent. 

6. netzero carbon for construction ? MY ASS. Only e-trucks and wheelbarrows ??????????? 

such BS 

7. Earthquakes?  Some of us would NEVER live in a place that cannot be easily vacated and 
that is easily reached by fire fighters' ladders. 

8. Putting it into play.  Specifics. 

9. zero carbon ? impossible! 

10. This is the number 2 most important principle.  Yet, there is a risk in this being simply grand 
ideas with no teeth or (worse) ideology that in practice never achieves the goal. 

11. wildlife habitat?  not important for the SRN site, as well as being rather difficult to achieve 

12. I wonder when UBC will embrace things like solar energy for its sustainability goals? 

13. how is this principle going to ensure there is policy for retrofittable green infrastructure 
near/on developments 

14. P.s. I am glad you did not include the proposed new stadium here! 

 

Extend these things to existing buildings, e.g., 6333 Larkin could use a green roof and 
rainwater management (again via a green roof). 

15. It's not clear how you can enhance nature by cutting down trees to build housing?  

16. You have lofty aspirational plans. However we are aware a private water company is 
planned. Is this something UBC wants to promote.... 

17. Preserve forests. Money making should not be the driving principle. 

18. Public transit - kids need to be able to get to the local school - it is too far for little ones to 
walk, and parents shouldn't have to drive. 

19. Nope! 

20. elimination of unnecessary lighting which impedes bird migration NO lawns! 

21. Maintain trees and forest spaces. 

22. Overreach.  For example, a few raccoons wandering around does not create a wildlife 
habitat.  Nor should they.  Some of the sub-principles that are meant to illustrate the 
overarching principles are rather sophomoric.  The idea of the neighbourhoods should be to 
make first rate living spaces, not necessarily provide a microcosm of all the really neat ideas 
that persons with fertile imaginations have come up with over the past few decades.  Do 
some things well and eschew those that cannot be done well. 

23. Maximise doesn't mean anything, unless you define the constraints.  

24. This is a great idea, but we were quite disappointed by the promise of beautiful landscaping 
at the National Soccer Development Centre only to have the landscape plans change and to 



see more parking installed. Changes to the landscaping were implemented without the 
public knowledge and weren't available on the website.   

25. "Net zero carbon" is a PR term and demonstrates a lack of understanding of basic 
thermodynamics. UBC should avoid such terms. 

 

Apparently, cutting down a stand of trees to build things counts as "sustainable" and 
"maximizing wildlife habitat." 

26. No 

27. Timeline 

 

28. I don't even know what this means. 

29. Nothing 

30. No arguments here. 

Principle 7: Enhance the local ecology- How could this principle be realized in Stadium 

Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Do not destroy existing forests.  

2. Heat pumps 

Solar panels  

3. It would be great to get the UBC Farm involved in food production in open spaces, and also 
provide residents with community garden spaces.  

4. It can't 

5. But forget the artificial, man-made "water features" associated with housing; they are too 
expensive to maintain and become a source of contention. 

6. More community gardens! Lining waking paths even... 

7. These are all very important but need to be balanced with cost of building and construction.  
Maximizing profits of land sale for endowment should be also a priority. 

8. Maximizing the beautiful and important habitats and farms makes us special , don't make us 
ordinary 

9. How will you maximize wildlife habitats by removing their natural environment! !! 

You can maximize wildlife habitat by leaving their natural habitat untouched 

10. Keep as much as green space as possible 

11. Fantastic.   



12. Mainting big trees as much as possible, especially steering clear of eagle trees. Making space 
for community gardens, orchards, food forests. Don't clear trees to build playgrounds, keep 
the trees and let kids play in the woods.  

13. Do not think that the location as planned is feasible for resident, visitor, student needs. 

14. This is fine as long as it is well planned out.  I should note that the open rainwater collection 
in Wesbrook looked really nice when it was first implemented, but after a few years and 
lack of ongoing maintenance, the rainwater collection pond in Smith Park has become 
disgusting and filthy, and so have many other ponds and channels.  In the summer, stagnant 
water becomes a breed 

15. You're proposing to develop what could be returned to wildlife habitat so I don't see how 
the principle could be realized. 

16. Maybe creating tinny spaces for students to plant their own plants can be a great way to 
encourage them to connect to the nature. It doesn't have to be something big, a corner of a 
rooftop garden where each student gets enough space to plant one thing. 

17. maintain forest adjacent to botanical garden, allow rain run-off waterways to connect to 
botanical garden waterways to create aquatic ecosystem spanning entire sector with native 
plant habitat 

18. Public transit - kids need to be able to get to the local school - it is too far for little ones to 
walk, and parents shouldn't have to drive. 

19. Not cutting down swaths of forest for this neighbourhood. 

20. This involves ecologically focused and sustainable engineering, construction, design and 
architecture - easier said than done, but these principles exist.  

21. it is already realized  

22. The best way to achieve all of these "principles" is to leave the stadium alone. 

23. - Establish community-supported green spaces 

- Encourage and require a certain intensity of native plants 

24. low or no lighting - no lawns - use native species of plants - work with what is already there 

25. Could be effective  with out all the high rises and number of people 

26. In how the buildings are designed and built. And how the traffic/public transit mix is 
designed 

27. Keep trees along W 16. 

28. 1) Leave space in plans for waterway and green space that is suitable for birds 

2) consult with experts at UBC Botanical Garden 

29. water-wise plantations, keep shade trees, think of connectivity between natural areas 

eg. Rhodo woods-> be sure that a habitat corridor continues to exist between Rhodo woods 
and other forested spaces (eg. UBC Botanical garden) 

30. Integrated water system to maximize water reuse. Opening options that use solar power to 
heat/provide electricity. 



31. Balance and Harmony 

32. Prioritize what are more or less important goats first, i.e. not all principles need to be 
achieved all at once.  Once you have prioritize, then you can set a timeline to determine 
what goals/objectives should be achieved first before others. 

33. Very important for a long-term sustainable and livable community. The three points 
mentioned are all great and should be incorporated into the new area. 

34. more rapid transit. more use of bike ways and encourage people to ride. I like the use of 
rainwater to run the creek at Micheal Smith park more of this should be done. 

35. The smaller the impact on the environment, the better. Wesbrook has done a very good job 
with rainwater management, but less with food production. Rooftop and community garden 
spaces would be welcome. 

36. Plan for an increase in community gardens. 

Principle 8: Promote efficient transportation- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. Bullet point 2 should read:  Place the highest possible priority on development of a highly 
convenient and efficient public transportation network, especially arrival of rapid transit  

2. Think logically about transit, ensuring that buses leaving UBC loop or Agronomy road 
packed with people aren't just getting off at Wesbrook Village or this new neighborhood, 
while other folks who have further to go don't get stranded at bus stops.  Meaning, have a 
dedicated bus service fro this area rather than allowing UBC locals to be greedy and ride 
any available bus  

3. The noise created by vehicles, especially by construction vehicles, and especially by the 
needless use of horns and reversing vehicle alarms, is far in excess of anything that is 
compatible with the university being a place of serious intellectual work. 

4. Rapid transit required from ubc not just buses 

5. missing is a subway to UBC as a car is a necessity as long as there is only bus access to UBC 

 

also too far from bus loop subway stop. probably needs 2 more stops in mid-campus and in 
wesbrook village somewhere 

6. Wheelchair accessibility.  Some people can't cycle or walk at all. 

7. I read this as cutting down on vehicle traffic.  Maybe you should have some older, less-abled, 
people helping make these decisions.  Not everyone can ride a bike or walk the long 
distances from one part of the campus to another.  And my recollection of having been there 
is that the buses make a considerable racket.  So, if you are looking at more buses that make 
the same amount of noise, I would definitely be opposed.  Presumably there are plenty of 
people living, working, studying etc. at UBC who wish to be able to go to other parts of the 
city without having to rely on an inadequate transit system.   

8. outside of the campus is bottle neck, how can you solve that? 



9. The reality that people will have cars and parking will be a need.  So yes, make it friendly to 
walking and bikes, but don't do that by trying to constrain car storage. 

10. While this seems positive, UBC continues to ignore the impact of parking for visitors to 
campus, including community users of the sports fields and those attending stadium events. 
Pretending there isn't a parking issue is not an intelligent planning strategy - as seen to 
date. 

 

We haven't even begun to experience the parking impact of the new soccer centre and of an 
improved baseball field.  

11. priorities fine if all the housing was for students,  not so much for seniors and those with 
families in market housing. 

 

Vehicular access necessary for the trades, movers etc 

12. Promote eco-friendly vehicle use 

13. What happened to ideas of bike sharing or scooter sharing programs on campus? Even with 
rapid transit the campus keeps growing and is not walkable any more. I ride my bike every 
day, but that only works because I live on campus. If I had to commute with rapid transit I 
doubt I would be able to bring my bike. Hence, an on-campus bike share program would be 
very useful. We will need designated cyclist areas soon. The main malls have become 
unusable during peak times due to pedestrian phone zombies.  

14. The principle is wrong.  Vehicle access is already too difficulty and should be made easier. 

15. the bus systems on this campus since the sixties, resemble bizarre tortures. It never gets 
any better, crowding, waiting getting wet and walking around construction detours always 
gets worse. 

16. Road safety in your plan is not a priority and cyclists and pedestrians have a dangerous 
repute as roundabouts cause confusion. 

17. Will the Emergency Roadway on Larkin Drive be preseved as such? 

18. It's not only vehicular movement through the neighbourhood that is important, it's the 
negative effect of more residents on traffic to and from the neighbourhood that is a worry 
for residents off campus. 

19. Bike lanes/priority could definitely be improved across campus. That Univ. Blv loop that 
ends at the Alumni Centre is the best example of how not to plan "efficient transportation". 

 

Bikability on 16th is on the floor, particularly when you attempt to do it with kids. 
Roundabouts, speeding cars, etc, etc, etc, 

20. In Nobel House there is no available spots for bicycles.  Residents have asked repeatedly, 
but the bike room is full and no changes have been made.   

It's fine to have this as a principle, but you should already be LIVING this in other areas on 
campus.  This is ignored as a principle at Nobel House. 



21. Remember the elderly. Cycling, walking and taking rapid transit are challenging for people 
with mobility issues.  

22. I hope that there will be recognition and some times people do need to drive and/or access 
their vehicles while visiting other campus locations. I know that minimizing traffic will be 
important as more people move to campus but hope we can balance that will the fact that 
sometimes campus residents need to drive. For example when I had very small children it 
was sometimes difficult to get to music class on time at the Old Barn because there was no 
parking available. Now that they are older they can walk but in the past limited parking 
excluded my participation in some activities.  

23. Consider the likely impact of non-UBC members living here. Don't they need to commute 
elsewhere? Why are they being prioritized over people who work at UBC and have (in many 
cases) made a life-long commitment to the university? 

24. This is super important! I don't think anything is missing, but heavy emphasis on walking 
and cycling paths, as well as connecting to public transit in a better manner! 

25. - Minimize the need for vehicles in daily use 

26. Train service 

27. Ensure adequate roads and parking for vehicles required to service the neighbourhood. 

28. preference for electric vehicles 

29. Promote mass transit to campus. 

30. People living in Stadium neighbourhood will likely still need a place for their cars and/ or 
bikes 

31. This is all very nice and aspirational but vehicular traffic is going to be with us for the 
foreseeable future.  And that is not a bad thing.  It is essential that there be sufficient 
parking to accommodate the many persons who come to UBC to use and enjoy the facilities 
who are not a walk or bike ride away.  Put the parking out of sight - underground - by all 
means but don't let ideology supplant common sense. 

32. What does "arrival of rapid transit" refer to? 

33. No 

34. This whole survey is poorly designed!  Now I find I had question and suggestions that 
should belong here, and I said them right at the beginning of this survey not knowing what's 
to come or if I had a chance to say them!   

35. Rapid transit to UBC  

36. Minimize the need for cars is key, but if it's still unknown direction of rapid transit and 
realities of families need for cars etc you can't pretend there isn't a need.  In most of the new 
development at UBC prices are now starting in the high 800ks and go way up from there.  If 
people are paying that much they are going to have a car, it's just a reality, multi people per 
unit, location of UBC again please don't downplay this it's already a mess in our other 
neighbourhoods.  You have to promote other means and get people to push those and use 
for daily use but it's not practical for me ever to carry more than 4 bags of groceries, take 
my kids to daycare and sports, visit family elsewhere in the lower mainland that continue to 
be pushed further and further out of the downtown core due to costs etc. 



Principle 8: Promote efficient transportation- How could this principle be realized in 

Stadium Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. Bike lanes, ample bike parking that's protected from the elements 

2. Too many vehicles - cars! 

3. UBC should have kept provision of underground rapid transit along University Boulevard 
with a station where the Alumni building is now, plus provide for its extension Westward to 
serve the West and Lower Mall and Totem residences, the stadium and then Wesbrook 
Village with a view to looping East to Dunbar at 41st and then Kerrisdale linking up with the 
Canada line at Oakridge.  THINK BIG AND LONGTERM.    Incidentally, Translink's present C 
buses on campus are a JOKE.  Hub and spoke would have been much better from Univ blvd 
but they wouldn't listen.  UBC's previous shuttle system was much better.   

4. not skytrain. let's start small circle LRT like LRT throught University of Oregon campus. 
Later, Vancouver might realize to extension from UBC. why don't we have community circle 
LRT lines include campus. We don't want card here. people here are old and students. LRT 
loop line is the best to connect all communities.  

5. Will there be designated bike lanes connecting to the City of Vancouver bike network? 

Will there be a connection to the bus loop that is more direct and freqent than the current 
small buses that run every 30 min, given the fact that the stadium will host games attended 
by many non-campus residents? May be have a tram line from the stadium to the UBCbus 
loop....so that stadium guests and residents are well connected via transit and do not have to 
rely only on cars. 

6. No development before subway opens  

7. A car-free environment would have the advantage to attract like-minded progressive 
intellectuals to work together and take ownership of the neighbourhood instead of creating 
just another investment opportunity. 

8. Let's improve the access to rapid transit in ALL areas of UBC, not just along Westbrook mall 
and 16th street. I love the prioritization of walking and biking! 

9. new subway with 3 stops 

10. How about cargo bike share and bike share with child seats or trailers? 

11. Wesbrook Place and Stadium neighbourhood could benefit from a shuttle service to central 
campus. Maybe a modification of the current campus shuttle routes. Instead of going around 
campus in a loop, there should be more that radiate out from the central transit hub to the 
various neighbourhoods.  

12. Realizing these are crowd attracting venues surrounding the neighbourhood, things like 
parking and transit for fans need to be considered with the needs of the residents. 

13. safe spaces, good lighting, good use landscaping 

14. Some type of rapid transit will work as the buses are full and we don't have great routes, 
shuttle buses are too few and are also full. More students here now and more residents we 



need more ways to move around.students drive and so do faculty. Then there is us the 
forgotten residents. Think about us 

15. Develop plans for more realistic parking for community users of fields and the stadium and 
develop a pro-active plan for the maintenance of a clean environment - fans and users do 
create waste. Also, put in seating for fans and observers of the games at various fields, 
especially baseball. Who plans spectator activities and ignores locating the spectators 
appropriately! 

16. Increase number of car share parking spots, electric charging stations 

17. UBC should advocate in GVRD for a rapid transit reaching the peninsula to support ~140 
thousands trips a day to the university. 

18. Make the entire Stadium area a 0 vehicle place.  Only underground parking. 

 

Provide rain-covered sidewalks, perhaps using building overhangs.  The one on the East 
side of ICICS (or one building over) — namely the path that goes towards AMPEL and 
McLeod, is well done. 

 

A train connecting to the rest of the city would be fantastic. 

19. This would be fantastic. Our kids go to Norma Rose and it shocks me how many people 
drive (given that only kids on campus are allowed to go to that school). We need to make it 
harder to drive and really encourage bike riding and walking. I would love to see proper 
bike paths put in, separated from the road. For example, the path on Thunderbird is very 
dangerous for children, it runs along parked cars (where a car door could easily swing into a 
bicycle) and the bike path veers between two lanes of traffic at Thunderbird and 
Westbrook. I ride that path with my kids but can't imagine them navigating it by 
themselves, so I am not sure how they are going to get to school on their own - riding on the 
sidewalk? Not possible during the morning rush hour when it is filled with students. So it 
would be fabulous to see some strategic bike paths put in. It would also be great to create 
bylaws requiring good bike storage in the new buildings. We considered putting an offer on 
a condo unit in Hawthorn, and then discovered that although it came with 2 parking spots, it 
had no indoor bike parking. We don't own a car, so when we asked if we could park the 
bikes in the car parking spots, we were told that it was against strata rules. This ought to be 
illegal on a campus that prides itself on sustainability.  

20. The university campus needs its own light rail transit system.  

The university system could be electric, silent and pollution free with it's hub at 16th ave 
and Wesbrook.  

Make a perimeter railway line to provide free transportation to incentive not bring cars 
onto campus. 

It would link to bus depot and off site parking lots.  

 

 

21. Lobby govt. - no more referendums just good planning & soon 



22. Someone should pay for these past mistakes, inconvenience. Make the people who made 
this all so nasty, take fiscal responsibility for their mistakes. eg. the 179K plexiglass and 
metal shelters that fry you in the heat. Who did this? Why do they get away with it. Who still 
thinks this looks modern/nice- What's wrong with BC wood- indigenous woodworkers. Get 
priorities rearranged. 

23. Put less density and then the current situation with cycling and pedestrians needs to be 
improved. 

24. Quiet the neighbourhood with "walking only" areas. 

25. I think we need to recognize that vehicular movement is still going to happen, especially if 
you have faculty and staff...and even more so if you open up the neighbourhood to market 
housing residents that may have off-campus jobs.  Definitely important to prioritize walking 
and cycling (especially cycling, as so many people ride bikes to work/school) but make sure 
that pathways exist that are safe for when there are cars in the vicinity.  Expecting to 
effectively minimize car usage by restricting parking and creating narrow roads will not 
discourage driving as much as they will endanger cyclists on the road. 

26. With lack of affordable housing at UBC and in Vancouver, people will have to drive cars to 
get to work or school. 

27. I think motor veiche trafic should only be allowed around the neighbourhood, not 
inside.This way it'll still be accessible but allowing only pedestrian trafic inside the 
neighbourhood itself will give the chance to design public spaces that encourage community 
connections and will enable the creation of a green neighbourhood. Car roads divide the 
place, there is no need for that in this neighbouhood. 

28. transit station with service on and off campus, cycling infrastructure, parking below grade, 
integrate car sharing services, EV charging on site, 

29. In Nobel House there is no available spots for bicycles.  Residents have asked repeatedly, 
but the bike room is full and no changes have been made.   

It's fine to have this as a principle, but you should already be LIVING this in other areas on 
campus.  This is ignored as a principle at Nobel House. 

30. Please allow for some parking for community members.  

31. All new buildings for the UBC community members. 

32. Ensuring there is the use of cycling paths and clear, designated walking trails. Ensuring that 
residents can easily access the other communities without having to use their vehicles. 
Prioritizing access to bus (and eventually rapid transit). 

33. just make additional bus stop near Stadium, and increase bike strollers.  

34. - Improve existing transit infrastructure 

- Lobby with TransLink to enhance transit services in the area 

- Prioritize car-sharing and the future TNC services 

- Create a wealth of safe and inviting bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure 



35. Also reduce the need for commuting from outside of campus by making sure there is 
sufficient reasonably priced student housing on campus.  This will also help students feel a 
stronger connection to UBC, which is also a challenge given UBC's large student population. 

36. Train or raid transit, buses suck 

37. charging stations, bike lanes,  

38. yes! 

39. Build skytrain out to UBC 

40. Promote sky train to campus. 

41. 1) Have paths that are separate from vehicle traffic 

42. Plan transit PRIOR to building. Include bike paths in plans Wesbrook Village doesn't have 
bike paths This is ridiculous!! There was the opportunity to incorporate them and it wasn't 
done. Please incorporate them into Stadium neighbourhood. 

43. Move the stadium so that it and the essential parking are next to East Mall - and the athletic 
facilities.  Do not leave the stadium where it is with housing surrounding it.  That is a 
formula for a substandard living arrangement.  The focus of the housing should be a plaza or 
other useable public space, not a cement monster unsuccessfully disguised by lipstick. 

44. Currently, the public transportation in this area is abysmal. Increased service would be very 
valuable.  

45. Underground parking facilities for cars. Easy access from bike racks to buildings (Maybe 
covers for the rainy days). 

46. Consider closing Stadium Road and allow access from East Mall to the new site. Also, close 
Stadium Road at the roundabout to allow access from SW Marine Drive to West Mall 

47. Cycling and walking paths abound and remember you have a lot of retirees moving in that 
aren't going to be biking YEAR round 

48. Please design your surveys better in future!   I feel I am walking through a maze - not 
knowing what I was getting into, just groping in the dark.  BTW, this survey never suggested 
how much time it would take to complete. 

49. It will be many years before we get rapid transit at UBC. Build for the needs of today and the 
next 10 years. 

50. Better transit going East-West (Broadway corridor) is key. Another push for some type of 
train should be made.  

Once the need for vehicles is minimized and the convenience and safety of other types of 
transit are improved, people will automatically switch to walking, biking, public transit. This 
makes for a safer, healthier, happier community. 

51. Sky train in and out of UBC a loop from Commercial station to UBC and out the 41st and oak 
makes sence. 

52. Rapid transit!! Please! It makes so much sense to continue the rapid transit from Arbutus in 
Kitsilano. The 99, 41, and 43 buses are overfull. I fully support the C20 small bus system as 
well. Very handy for getting from one end of campus to the other quickly. Campus is a 



beautiful walking environment already - keep this up, but add better street lighting. There 
are some streets I won't walk after dark. 

53. Please plan in reality. 

Principle 9: Design for flexibility and resilience- Is anything missing from this principle? 

# Response 

1. Great suggestions here, I would add that looking abroad would also help.  People living in 
the Vancouver area seem to think we have unique problems and we're special, when in 
effect the best solutions to our problems are already out there.  Every time we try to be 
different we end up with more problems than it's worth (e.g. housing and transportation 
planning).  Europe and Asia have a lot of good examples to follow, it's about time we looked. 

2. reality 

conflicts with high density land $ maximization goal of UBC 

3. Flexibility and resilience are important.  But also think about legacy and sustainability.  
Don't build stuff that will be torn down in 40 years as is the case with too many buildings 
and other structures at UBC.  Count up the number of buildings that have been torn down in 
too few years and ask why.  Why can other countries, (not just European countries) have 
buildings that have lasted for centuries (and that have been readapted over time!) and we 
cannot seem to get it right. 

4. I agree with the third point. The others are too vague at this point. 

5. You are moving too fast  

6. Yup, this is another one of those lofty ideals/ideas that are never realizable since we can't 
crystal ball gaze.  Let's not pretend we can.  If you insist on building the site at least try to do 
a good job based on what we know now.  Let's not pretend that we can forecast future 
needs. 

7. Most of this is silly! Self-driving cars won't reduce car ownership. There is no evidence that 
UBC will permit residents to do anything to adapt areas. Any climate change initiatives need 
to be region-wide, not just this small area. 

8. lofty, but unessential goals 

9. Reducing car ownership is unrealistic. Public transit is currently very unreliable and it is 
inconvenient for people with special needs such as parents with young children, people 
with disability, people who have to routinely carry large equipments for work or school. 
Expecting everyone to completely rely on public transit is unfair to people who rely on cars 
for their daily activities.  

10. What would be important as well is to ensure small grocery stores and corner stores can 
afford to settle in the neighborhoods. It is a shame to see that mostly large chains seem to be 
able to afford rent in UBC facilities. There are very few exceptions on campus and I have 
spoken to many vendors who have been interested moving their services, e.g. a restaurant, 
to UBC, but the rent is not affordable. To me a innovative neighborhood ensures that diverse 
stores that you don't find everywhere can make a home in the neighborhood. We don't need 
any more Save on Foods, Munchies, Starbucks, Subways etc. What we need is a great 
selection of small stores run by entrepreneurs. 



11. Cooperative housing is missing. Namely, allow groups of people to build their own 
mutifamily dwelling. 

12. constant change in the name of the technology is eroding the credibility of all UBC planners 

[underlined "new ways" in the line of "Anticipate and allow..."] 

13. Your plan is lofty, but the density will create crises in transport and liveability. 

14. Yes, UBC employee residents should come first. UBC needs to plan for the growth of its 
employee community, and not reduce the land available for meeting their needs by selling 
on the open market. 

15. No, I think you've covered everything! 

16. what means "new way of living and working"? makes no sense  

17. This is ridiculous. 

18. retain the natural environment for future generations and incorporate a conservation focus 

19. Why not.  Assuming any of this means anything.  It's fine to plan for 50 years from now but 
most of us would rather that we spend the 50 years waiting in a pleasant, functional, 
liveable space. 

20. What does this mean in practice? 

21. This list is entirely ridiculous. 

22. Biek ways  

23. Great ideas. 

Principle 9: Design for flexibility and resilience- How could this principle be realized in 

Stadium Neighbourhood? 

# Response 

1. no more houses 

2. Work with academics (e.g. SALA, SCARP) in experimenting with the neighbourhood. Create 
a show-case hero-energy neighbourhood. 

3. it can't if other $ maximization principles rule 

4. Study European models.   

5. It must be designed to accommodate a broad range of sporting and cultural events. It can't 
just be perceived to be a football stadium. 

6. flexibility important but predicting hard--not sure we should be worried about self driving 
cars--better to think of no cars as UBC is already a highly walkable area 

7. Hold back on this area till you see what is happening in the next few years , you are talking 
about self driving cars, yay, uber ? Transit. Hold on and don't make decisions then realize 
you want more density and change. The farm is being changed when you still had plenty of 
land to develop by Binning. No sense to that. The new Musqueam lands will take away a lot 
of business so why go head to head until you see what happens there 



8. You could articulate a plan for upkeep and renovation on a predictable schedule dealing 
with realities for which there is evidence instead of science fiction. 

9. Do not build!! 

10. Rather than discouraging car ownership, the focus should be on encouraging ownership of 
greener vehicles, i.e. increase the availability of electric charging stations. Increase the 
number of parking spots by building parkades that are more compact and efficient. 

11. Cooperative housing. 

12. Not sure how we do this, but sounds good in principle  

13. Look to a model of a city that was developed before cars and elevators. Build nothing taller 
than the trees, allow people to have a place to congregate to enjoy the sunset, and create  
community that is warm and welcoming. 

After living in Yaletown the high-rise densification makes the community dark and cold. 

Another design feature to bring into the community is front porches...they bring people 
outside to connect. 

14. Further study is needed to reflect values of safety and liveability with space that is green. 

15. A noble idea, but I think there are already a lot of needs for current/near-future residents 
that should be met first 

16. Over plan for climate change, ensure not just meeting codes but surpassing the expectations 
when developing this area 

17. Do not sell market units. Create a faculty-staff homeowner community that is sustainable in 
the long run, and can be built out in phases. 

18. I'm not an expert in this area, so I won't claim to be. 

19. it is good as is  

20. I hope it never is. 

21. - Encourage and require mixed-use development 

 

22. create natural spaces such as ponds and water feature for birds and other animals. This 
kind of environmental planning will address climate crisis 

23. 1) They should have a bus line that stops near Stadium neighbourhood but goes along 41st 
Ave 

24. water-wise plantations. Shade trees/ Urban forest plan 

25. Flexible, multi-propose rooms, with moving walls in common spaces. The commons field 
could be shape like an Agora, creating a central point that enables quick community events 
with low cost execution. 

26. Anticipating and planning for future transit, climate change impacts and new technologies 
will save a lot of money and effort in the long run. Planning for climate change could include 
underground powerlines to avoid storm-related power outages, larger drains and sewage 
pipes and green spaces for soaking up large amounts of rain, (underground) rainwater 



collection and storage for watering. Make the roofs a usable space for rooftop gardens, 
patios, Halloween pumpkin carving areas etc for the residents of the buildings to shape and 
use. 

27. Now the bike way is on uneven and sometime hazerduos roads better design for bike ways. 

28. I live in the Laureates (brand new) and we have already run out of electric vehicle charging 
areas and started a wait list. Some car manufacturers are phasing out combustion engines 
within 5 years, let's plan for non-combustion travel now. 

29. Anticipating is great but it better be based in some reality so functionality is ruined, not 
convinced that's a direction we should go if the same people are involved that have been 
involved in our other neighbourhoods. 

Can you suggest a principle to add to this list?  

# Response 

1. Return the campus to academic use. 

2. Build for staff, student and community need, not for profit. 

3. respect the amenities currently enjoyed by neighbours, including educing construction 
traffic and post construction traffic vs Hawthorn 

4. affordable rooms for students. easy access by public transit which is UBC LET. space for 
evacuation especially tsunami and earrhquakes. 

5. It is not clear whether you are planning mixed use (students, faculty&staff, community) 
residences in the neighborhood. In any case, you should strive to minimize 
disruption/nuisance to the existing Hawthorne place neighborhood (e.g. students partying 
late in the evening, excessive noise, people walking dogs through our community gardens, 
etc). 

6. Make it appealing for non-Asians 

Limit each country ethnicity to max 20% 

7. wow factor in design 

8. Safety.  We are getting too much crime in this area and we are ignoring speeding cars on 
16th. 

9. rather not have the stadium. give us a park or trees or any nature. Don't build stadium and 
take away another piece of existing nature. 

10. keeping potential for the future--not building out the entire campus now 

11. Think long and hard on this and don't add so much density in an area that can't handle it. 
The round about and cars coming from marine drive, the high school and 5:00 rush hour are 
already starting to hurt us. Please give this a lot of thought 

12. Dedicate a minimum of 25% of gross development revenue to First Nations post secondary 
education as part of UBC's reconciliation apology. 

13. It should be a principle that while the wider community should be invited to campus to 
share in the resources, doing so will be in the context of protecting the quality of life for 



residents who have invested in living in UBC neighbourhoods. This principle is certainly not 
in evidence at this time.  

14. develop a design that reflects upon the wishes of neighbours at the Botanical Gardens, the 
St. John's Hospice, and nearby Hawthorn buildings 

15. Do not build 

16. Improve communication about activities planned in the new neighborhood. We already 
have a ton of activities on campus, including marathons, bike races, concerts, block parties. 
Very often complaints from neighbors could be avoided by better planning and 
communication. 

17. Keep the cost of living in the neighbourhood affordable for regular people. 

18. Do not build a new stadium. Waste of money.  Send people to the downtown stadium. 

19. Build housing that is a living laboratory, where we can experiment with ideas in building 
sustainable neighbourhoods - like the CIRS building, our new neighbourhood should be 
cutting edge in terms of the built environment, but also in terms of how it inspires local 
community members to live together.  

Last idea: how about building cooperative housing? It is fantastic for building community 
and is also a good mechnism for affordable housing.  

20. Build a place that instills the values of being Canadian; inclusion, tolerance, and kindness.  

21. Infrastructure needs careful attention 

22. Accountability. If it was built in the 60s or later, why is it now trash? 

23. Perhaps you could envision a UBC that includes as much of the green spaces that already 
exist. Do not under value the environment created by the natural forest which is an integral 
buffer and attraction for all in the area. I personally feel this matter is crucial and 
participated in UBC farm activities since 1962  a project in Grade six. Later I was a UBC 
student for four years and now I have volunteered for 13 years at the Botanical Garden. 

24. UBC should fulfill its commitment under the Housing Action Plan to make housing 
affordable according to CHMC guidelines: TOTAL SHELTER COSTS NOT TO EXCEED 30% OF 
GROSS HOUSEHOLD INCOME. The external market should not be the benchmark; UBC 
salaries should. UBC BOG committed to following this guideline in 2012, but since then it 
has not fulfilled this commitment. On the contrary, UBC-PT's only goal--which BOG and the 
administration have not objected to--is to maximize revenue from housing. 

25. Accessible housing, anticipate aging population, on-site health clinic and health research 
faciities, health promotion using "campus as living lab" model and allow UBC health 
researchers to collaborate with and recruit residents for ongoing research 

26. Public transit.  We need to get around without driving or walking. 

Bike parking - fix it in other UBC buildings please, in addition to providing it here. 

27. Focus on developing more housing for students 

28. I would suggest to minimize principles, there are a few, which make no sense, and included 
just to overwhelm people.  

 



29. Salvage what  is already there.  Restore, preserve and do not start any new, uneccessary 
projects. 

30. I hope you target at least middle-class families to be able to afford the cost of post-
secondary studying of their children at UBC.  

 

31. To give all students who desire it, the ability to live on campus in reasonably priced, decent 
accommodation. (Note - "decent accommodation" does not include "Micro suites" that are 
much smaller than standard accommodtaion.)  

UBC's first commitment should be to its students and giving them a great on campus 
experience.  Instead of maximizing the profits of UBC Properties Trust by selling to 
investors, the priority of the school should be giving students the chance to live on campus 
and allow for further integration into campus life.   Many many students are commuting 
from highly priced accommodation located in the City of Vancouver and beyond, even if that 
is not what they wish for. 

32. Follow an Earth centred philosophy (rather than a solely human centred ethic) 

33. The whole problem with these plans is overcrowding and not enough infrastructure to 
support what this massive proposal  

34. I'm not a planner therefore not experienced with this kind of thing. 

35. See previous comments. 

36. To genuinely listen to the consultation process. 

To not become a real estate cash grab! (sorry for the cynicism, but it is very hard as a family 
of a University faculty member to see the 'Anyone can own at UBC' billboards around 
expensive new condo developments that are marketed overseas to people with no 
connection to the University, while being in no position to afford them) 

37. We feel that UBC has done a very good job in some neighbourhoods and with some 
developments, bur less so in others. If you have plans on your website, and then you change 
them, you need to inform the people in those communities and adjacent neighbourhood, 
otherwise it is a unilateral decision that impacts people quality of life.    

38. (Make a list of the principles when you are asking something like this). Can't really think of 
anything. 

39. UBC is a university.  The 0th principle needs to be that all activity supports the function of 
the university.  Using core land to develop housing for non-university persons does not 
support this principle.   

40. It's the one your poll doesn't offer as an option.  Listen to the residents: 1) bring back 
Campus Resident; 2) keep the neighborhood as it is, and as it was "sold" to residents, 
allowing only for seismic upgrades; and 3) give campus residents in this neighborhood 
electoral right equivalent to those of 99.99 per cent of Canadians.  As it is, we basically 
resemble a Tokugawa era daimyo's domain.   

41. Creating an environment to support the increase in number of students.  There simply isn't 
enough quality space to support student living and learning. 

42. Delete everything other than 'attract and retain faculty'. 



43. Just make sure you put more thought on the design of the neighbourhood than the design of 
this survey. It would have been easier to see all the principles listed in one place before 
choosing importance and commenting.  

44. I would focus less on principles and more in reality.  Meaningful consultation with faculty, 
staff, students, members of the community, strata councils currently living in the 
neighbourhoods etc would be a top priority. 

What is your one big idea? 

# Response 

1. One BIG idea: leave the land as it is! 

2. Create a open space for events and people to gather, something that people would want to 
return to.  

3. Place a prominent sexual assault support facility in the stadium neighbourhood to help 
mitigate the inevitable effects a pumped up football culture and its' associated toxic 
masculinity. 

4. Make it less congested 

5. See ideas on extending rap[id transit and planning for the FUTURE decades. 

6. Daycare center. 

7. As noted in the beginning, no one should be allowed to profit from housing in any UBC 
neighborhood, especially like they have in Wesbrook Village in recent years.  Allowing 
developers and individuals to profit from housing on UBC and the ancestral Musqueam 
lands is a travesty -- and if it adds to the endowment, it's an equivalent atrocity to anything 
else committed in history in the names of people who thoughts it was right at the time (e.g. 
slavery, the Holocaust, residential schools). 

 

Please ensure that the people who benefit are those who will contribute to the university 
for years to come, not speculators or the rich who are just looking to park their cash or for 
a safe haven from overseas instability.  That's just plan wrong and you know it! 

 

8. Minimize it. 

9. Double the capacity of UBC to allow all students who wish to enroll and have graduated 
from high school the ability to do so. 

10. reduce density, and the number of high rises 

11. Construct a stadium with a grandstand on either side, unlike the current stadium with only 
one.  

12. We can live without vancouver. we can be one big community has life infrastructure 
without cars.  

13. Limit purchases to UBC employees and maintain affordability even if this means less 
priority to the other principles. E.g. if that means a high rise, so be it. Please avoid building 



luxury housing that working families cannot afford. The neighbourhood is already 
wonderful. 

14. Improve the stadium to increase school spirit as now the stadium is quite sad 

15. Liveable -  and quiet. 

16. Create flexible and affordable parking in the area, may be vertical stackable parking, etc. 

Have amenities and small shops within walking or biking distance to minimize car traffic. 

Have specific noise reduction regulations. 

Having quick and reliable public transit will be crucial in minimizing congestion. 

 

17. Roof top restaurant with 360 views to north shore mountains, V Island, US, Gulf Islands, 
Vancouver and Fraser Valley 

18. Exclude UBC Properties Trust from the planning / design process. 

19. Build larger units for families! 

20. Work on cultural integration and developing community values. For many this is a home 
and a community, not just a place to park money in real-estate for a few years, or live for 
one year and move on to the next uni. Work to build a common respect and understanding 
for places and spaces and the environment we are so fortunate to live in. I have people 
living in my building who let their dogs pee in the stairwells and who make holes in walls 
and leave garbage about, This to me speaks to their investment in their home and 
community...it is lacking.  

21. Find a way to make the new stadium a seamless part of the community - maybe the locker 
room facilities are open to the public at some times, and the concession stand is open 24 
hours for late-night study. Maybe the lobby for the stadium is the same as the lobby for the 
new housing, maybe there are underground connections between buildings that have 
history displayed on the walls. Maybe there are facilities under the stadium itself? and a 
forest on the roof? 

22. To somehow reduce the use of cars. Reduce the available parking stalls in parkades and to 
promote cycle friendly amenities and the use of shared cars. Traffic has become a 
nightmare going to and from UBC and more residents exacerbates the problem. 

23. a revolving restaurant on the 42 floor 

24. Keep it livable.  Don't make it soulless like Wesbrook place.   

 

What about a big, green walkway over 16th from Main Mall.  You could add benches.  You 
could make the part starting from UBC a place to gather with a cafe.  There are many 
examples around the world. 

25. Leave the stadium where it is- it is an iconic and historic part of the landscape and has 
great architectural features. 

26. plant trees 



27. Build it with an athletics theme.  Celebrate sports and what it means to our campus, 
community and culture.  Embrace its natural relationship to sports and the Thunderbirds 
teams.   

28. Ensure that it is designed in such a manner to accommodate a broad range of sport and 
cultural activities. Multipurpose.  

 

Becomes the hub for multidisciplinary activity with a focus on Varsity teams and 
programs. 

 

Well integrated and in close proximity to facilities that support athletes e.g. treatment, 
training, eating.   

29. Keep it from becoming too noisy and too dense.  People can live in the city if that is what 
they want.  UBC is still a bit of an oasis, although that is certainly changing. 

30. use space under the stadium 

while light is important in a climate like Vancouver we need to use space effectively and 
under our buildings and structures 

31. Keep the stadium as is, add low rise homes that are affordable, one high rise, great 
shopping and areas for arts and think tanks to bring the smart youth here 

32. Not build it. 

33. Imagine a new vision of neighbourhood with new ways of participating rather than simply 
adding to noise and frantic activity as is done now.  

34. Eliminate outside traffic. Ubc as pedestrian only  

35. Keep primary access to the site away from Stadium Road and instead to East Mall and 
West 16th, similar to Hampton Place's access via Wesbrook and 16th Ave. 

36. leave it as it is and do NOT build anything! 

37. Stadium events and residential living are contradictory in nature, putting them next to 
each other is to create problems from the very beginning. The costs of managing these 
problems are high. Canadians like to make compromises, the results are often being 
neither party is happy, particularly the residents, in this case.  

 

If stadium is a priority for the UBC community, then plan or built a stadium, adding retails, 
and even hotels etc.   

Or if housing is a priority, build a residential neighborhood without a stadium. 

 

These two things are hard to co-exist. 

 

Complete a report on the business plan for the stadium operation including how many 
games are anticipated a year, how many tickets to sell each game and how many 



spectators to bring in, what is the traffic and environment impact etc. Once the stats is 
available, we can discuss if feasible to put 2500 people living next to it.   

 

 

 

38. More recreational areas: 

- A field, like the old McIntyre field where students can hangout and play casual, 
recreational sports (just toss a ball around or throw some frisbees), walk their dogs etc.  

- Music practice rooms open to the public 

- Gyms 

39. I would build a covered complex that includes an indoor park, mini shops, a farm market, a 
bookstore, cafes, and restaurants. It will be a dream place to bring the community together 
especially during the long winter hours. 

40. Make housing affordable in the campus and traffic safety 

41. to retrofit it with small, palatable greenroofs so as to create an entire network of them 

42. more green spaces 

43. Keep the neighbourhood, and the new stadium, as far away as possible from existing 
residential neighbourhoods to minimize disruption to present residents. 

44. Having a stadium in the area will be noisy at times, be transparent with the noise, night 
activities that will probably happen, traffic issues with people trying to find parking in the 
area. 

 

Almost all of the Hawthorn neighborhood issues are now centred around  non-resident 
parking and cost of resident parking. Having no, or minimal guest parking for each 
development has not fostered a community that supports bringing friends and family into 
the area without parking difficulties. 

45. Co-housing for Faculty. 

46. Affordable housing. Truly affordable housing. Limit it to current residents or Canadians or 
people associated with UBC or low income or a mix of all of that but do something that will 
actually make the housing on campus accessible to the people who work and live here 
from house cleaners and students (not the kind with wealthy families) to custodians and 
staff and single-earner faculty members.  

47. The vision is for a "walled" city where the perimeter is a walking/bike path that encircles a 
central plaza/stadium that can be used for field sports for events but remains open to the 
public. 

The main square has a perimeter of cafes - small bistro venues with ample outdoor seating 
that are used all day long as a gathering place.  

Central to the main square is a monument, a totem, a clock, something that is a focal point.  



The Main Gate for the community brings the public/large crowds to the main stadium for 
events (where east mall is today).  

A Back Gate on 16th avenue allows the shipping and receiving and deliveries to the 
community and stadium. 

 

Homes are ~1000 sf maximum with buildings no taller than the trees and the housing is 
only available to locals who live and work within 20 KM of the community.  

48. One way traffic systems to reduce congestion 

49. Let the earth breathe! (We have lost the Arbutus greenway now more of this here) Too 
much pavement, redevelopment too little accountability. 

50. Curtail the project to lower the density which in future may save lives of cyclists and 
pedestrians. Retain privacy and special boundaries of the UBC Botanical Garden and UBC 
Farm free from high rise towers. 

51. Be sure to have bookable community space available in all rental and market housing 
buildings. 

 

Current fac/staff rentals do not have places for families to host birthday parties etc...  

52. Have our own "governance" in which the residents would have better representation.  

53. Make it a vibrant space and the centre of UBC pride by making it a neighbourhood for 
students, faculty and staff.  We are the heartbeat of UBC and I think centering the 
neighbourhood around these people is going to be a morale booster and it will improve 
UBC's optics around housing and investment.  I feel that this is THE absolute most 
important thing, and that anything else should be secondary. 

54. An outdoor trail space that people can workout on at different points  

55. Not have supersized towers that change the local ecology of the botanical garden through 
casting shadows and affecting air movement. 

56. provide affordable rental housing that is suitable for families 

57. Maintaining the neighbourhood's "rural" flavour by limited development, leaving ample 
spaces that remain natural (not human-maintained) especially along forest edges, scrub 
areas, and open fields. 

58. Don't put more housing in close proximity to a stadium and playing fields. 

59. A sustainable, affordable faculty-staff home owner community--a demonstration of UBC's 
commitment to the shelter needs of employee families, current and future. 

60. Putting the study space building I previously mentioned. UBC offers a big variety of 
degrees but not enough study space to adress all of their needs. For example there is an 
issue with easily accessible studio space. Any student can go to IKB and easily study there. 
What if you need to do a life size painting for your final project? Than the school leaves you 
alone to figure out a way to use the very limited space in your dorm room. On top of the 
space problem, there is the big issue with property damage. Hands-on projects tend to get 
really messy. There needs to be a couple of rooms "sacrificed" for this purpose. The 



furniture getting paint on them or getting a couple of scratches shouldn't be a problem. 
Also there should be different types of rooms for different ways of working (group 
projects, solitary study, etc.) This new study building should hold different styles of 
working together. 

61. I'd wait to do anything until after the Wesbrook and Block F developments were complete.  
This is a lot of growth in a very short time and it doesn't seem geared toward students 
currently.  We need to see what the growing pains are and how many of the residents are 
actually associated with UBC and how many commute elsewhere. 

62. Make it low density. There is too much noise and traffic around UBC already. 

63. Epidemiological and sociological research to look at health and social outcomes of 
residents in comparison with residents of other community models. 

64. UNDERGROUND PARKING! 

65. Incorporate good shuttle buses - it is too far to walk to the bus loop. 

66. Keep the trees and resident gardening spaces. 

67. Do not over build. As I mentioned earlier, the campus is transforming into a concrete 
jungle. Where are the trees and open spaces? 

All of  these towers attract too many people plus traffic congestion. 

 

 

68. Build for families. Build for families that are ALREADY here, not just hypothetical new 
recruits. There are so many 1, 2 and tiny 3 bedroom units on campus that have been built 
because they suit the needs of the developers! I don't need a house or even a townhouse 
but we are desperate for more space! I know many families on campus with young 
children who are facing the same problem. Right now my 3 kids share 1 bedroom. We are 
lucky to own our 2 bedroom apartment but we can't stay where we are with 3 teenagers - 
and where will we go! Unless my husband (who is faculty) gets an offer from another 
university UBC seems to have no interest in helping my family. Let Stadium 
Neighbourhood be a place for UBC to help the people that they have already recruited here 
rather than a slick way to attract new faculty who are (justifiably) worried about the 
Vancouver housing market and less than competitive salaries. Invest Endownment money 
in quality housing for faculty - not vanity projects for UBC.  

69. In Fall 2017, UBC will begin detailed planning for a new residential neighborhood, which 
will occupy the current site of Thunderbird Stadium and house 2,000-2,500 new 
residents.  

 

If this new neighborhood plan is approved, UBC will have an opportunity unavailable to 
most universities in North America: lands on campus zoned for residential development. 
Using these lands, UBC could embark on an effort to reserve these new housing units for 
UBC faculty and staff who want to live on campus through for-sale and for-rent units. 

 



UBC could model its community off the highly successful University Hill neighborhood 
established by the University of California at Irvine (UCI), which houses 65% of faculty 
members live on-campus. Indeed, many of these faculty members were recruited to UCI 
because of the attractive offer to have access to reasonably priced housing in an expensive 
area of Orange County adjacent to the university (link: 
http://www.ocregister.com/2014/05/19/university-hills-ucis-tenure-tract/ 

). In this neighbourhood, the for-rent and for-sale units remain in the university 
community in perpetuity because all sales and rentals must go to university members. 

 

Like UCI, UBC sits in a red-hot real estate market, where most residents are already priced 
out of home ownership. To work at UBC, many people already commute long distances. 
What if the university could offer them a place to live that within walking distance from 
their work? 

 

New housing built on campus are rarely earmarked for faculty and staff. Currently, UBC 
has only ~450 units for faculty and staff rentals, maintained by Village Gate Homes, but 
there are no dedicated for-sale units for faculty and staff. Instead, the majority of the land 
available for housing has been leased to developers to sold with 99-year leaseholds on the 
open market. 

 

UBC could instead develop the Stadium Road Neighbourhood – one of their last remaining 
parcels of land – to renewably serve the university community. For many years, UBC has 
been committed to building new dormitories on-campus for students, recognizing the 
importance of allowing students to live where they study. Why can’t this effort be 
extended to faculty and staff who are typically longer-term stakeholders of the university? 
The pros? Lower air pollution for everyone, and reduced commute times and improved 
quality of life for UBC employees. A community of residents dedicated to living and 
working at UBC. An ongoing recruitment tool to bring the best academics in the world to 
here, as well as an ongoing source of income to the university.  

 

By taking the simple action of committing that all housing at the new Stadium Road 
Neighborhood go to university members, UBC can commit to its sustainability goals and 
keep the endowment lands in the university community.   

 

70. Focus on developing more housing specifically for students so they have the option to live 
on campus. Living on campus means students can be very close to their classes and get 
involved on campus more easily. They will have to worry less about waiting lists or finding 
off campus housing if they cannot get a place on campus.  

71. Build a big bold new vision for public transit at UBC! UBC is already heavily integrated 
with public transit - the 99, 43, 41, 49, 44 (among other very popular) lines end here, and 
there is both the trolley bus and bus loops. However, this transit accessibility remains on 
the peripheries of campus. If you live in Wesbrook, your only option is the 41 or the C20, 
unless you are willing to walk to the 33/25 or 49/43 bus stops (close for some, but not all). 
Wesbrook is the best example, however. If you live near East Mall, particularly closer to 



Marine Drive, your options are limited only to the community shuttles. In some areas of 
campus, not even the community shuttles are a viable option. In the new stadium 
neighbourhood, residents will be close to only the 480/49/43 stop - and even that will not 
be well integrated with the community unless there is an overhaul of walking paths in the 
area. This needs to change! Obviously UBC cannot force TransLink to do anything in terms 
of route designs, but it would be AMAZING to have this new neighbourhood better 
integrated with transit through walking and cycling paths, limiting the areas of utilization 
for private vehicles, and ensuring that pedestrians and cyclists are safe and protected. The 
area should be made open to public transit, even if the immediate investments are not 
made, by allowing for growth.  

72. leave it as is, there is no need to reconstruct it.  If you need to spend money, pay attention 
to Acadia neighbourhood, which looks now as village for homeless people .  

73. Leave it alone. 

74. Create an abundance of mixed-use affordable rental housing to establish a 24/7 
neighborhood where engagement and community involvement is encouraged and is the de 
facto. 

75. Provide reasonably priced, on campus, reasonably sized (not micro suite) accommodation, 
to all students who desire it. 

76. The existing stadium is dilapidated and was never funded for lifecycle maintenance. 
Ensure the new stadium will be funded and managed adequately. It would be a tragedy to 
build a new stadium as the centrepiece of this development only to see inadequate 
maintenance cause it to be a detriment to the university brand. 

77. Ensure that saving, nurturing, and conserving the natural environment is the first priority.  

78. Have much less high-rises and buildings in such small area. 

79. Zero market housing. No sales in China. Rentals for Faculty/Staff 

80. Have a convenient (accessible and visible from entrance of neighbourhood, has tables, 
plugs, computers, napping areas) and beautiful study/work space for students who might 
have long breaks on campus.  

81. - more shops/restaurants 

- more car sharing, introduction of bike sharing 

- rapid transit 

- aquatic centre in south end of campus 

- allowing Village Gate Homes residents w/ parking to park at UBC sites (e.g. aquatic 
centre, MOA, Cecil Green) 

82. I think moving the stadium to place it closer to East Mall will increase the noise to local 
existing residences. I do not believe the visibility of the stadium or minute shorter walking 
distance from centre campus out way the impact on existing residents. The stadium is in 
an ideal position and orientation in that noise is directed south and west where there are 
no residences. Future plans for rebuilding this structure should take advantage of this 
unique ideal position. to enhance noise abatement, rather than moving the stadium closer 
to East Mall and surrounding its west side with unfortunate housing. 



83. Create a new Stadium that is an excellent sports and concert venue but also shields 
residents living next to it from excessive noise and light pollution. 

84. Really? Pretty hard to narrow down many items to ONE. 

Incorporate water-wise green space that includes sidewalks and cycle paths- separate 
please- for ground up in plans. Separate bikes from cars. 

Reduce concrete, increase green 

85. Outstanding architecture 

86. Have it be exclusively for people with a genuine connection to University. 

Have a rooftop public area that everyone could access to get the sea/mountain views. 

87. Respect the impact it will have on the Botanical Garden, and use this as an opportunity to 
help lift up your neighbours.  

88. Keep the stadium there. 

89. Relocate the stadium to another site. 

90. I am a second year urban forestry student, I really want to know how a sustainability 
neighbourhood would be design on campus, and maybe have change to participate in the 
planning part.  

 

In my opinion, the design location is on campus, close to Faculty of Forestry, Faculty of 
Architecture and Landscape, Faculty of Engineering; and it is design for UBC students and 
staffs on a good purpose. It would be really nice to let current students who study on 
planning and engineering have a choose to gain work experience (assistant) in the 
designing and constructing process. In that case, the neighbourhood could benefit UBC 
students and staffs not only when it puts in use but also in the process.  

 

 

91. Maximizing sea/campus view. Stadium at a lower elevation to enable sight from 
surrounding buildings. Top floor lounges to use all of the scenery 

92. Get rid of the stadium from this area altogether.  Adapt one of the existing fields to the east 
by building grandstands and making sure the field itself is up to snuff for varsity 
competition.  There is no need for a separate stadium at UBC.  Instead, put the money into 
building a serious athletics facility for the students and the rest of the university 
community.  This is clearly better meets the needs of all of our students. 

93. I would build a community that is all built around one central location, and radiates out 
from there.  While it is nice to have easy access to the rest of the university, it is more 
important to me to have a part of the area that I could call home. 

94. Improve pedestrian routes from West Mall to the playing fields and the Village 

95. Affordable family housing for all UBC faculty and staff is my top priority. There's such a 
glut of 1 br and 2 br condos being built in Vancouver; what's needed is more 3 or 4 
bedroom units and townhouses and pet-friendly rentals.  



96. Remember that this is an urban forest and a very special place. Keeping as much of the 
original foliage is very important to our family. 

97. Read  my response to the previous question 

98. Lots of outdoor spaces for the residents to meet, connect and form a real community. Not 
parking lots and shopping areas, but beautiful spaces inviting human interaction for all 
ages. 

99. Ensure all of the housing in rental, and and different levels of affordability.  Perhaps a co-
operative models would work, but try not going with the market housing. 

100. http://icha.uci.edu/ 

101. Velodrome. Cycling is the #1 activity in the world by adding a velodrome a BMX track you 
will increase the avalibility of human power vehicles in Vancouver. Think Park Peñalolen 
in Santiago De Chile. This is what is missing. 

102. A central point in the neighbourhood that becomes a natural gathering point for coffee, a 
nice meal, a place for kids to play safely while their parents relax.  

103. I would submerge or build over 16th Ave between east mall and sw marine drive - a 
tunnel. This would enable a more seamless integration of hawthorn, stadium and 
wesbrook to achieve town ubc. It would enable main mall greenway to continue all the 
way and with an overpass connect to berton ave. Over 16th ave build the stadium. At the 
stadium integrate retail and restaurants (hang spaces) before events. This in addition of 
cycle lanes would help knit main campus hawthorn, stadium, and wesbrook together.  

 

104. Dog park it's about time people! 

 




